


 

 

 
 

 

 

FOREWORD 
 
To the Hon Stephen Rodan, MLC, President of Tynwald, and the Hon Council and 
Keys in Tynwald assembled. 
 
 
As an Island community, our sea links have been important to us for hundreds of years, and their 
strategic significance will continue for the foreseeable future.   With our dependence upon our sea links 

and our ports for economic and social wellbeing, we embrace our close connection to the water.       
 

As part of a master planning exercise, several schemes have been developed for Douglas Outer Harbour 

to improve or upgrade the existing berths and facilities.  The Royal HaskoningDHV review further 
identifies their merits and possibilities, providing current cost estimates for each scheme.  The resultant 

Douglas Harbour Master Plan takes advantage of essential Harbour maintenance to identify the 
opportunities to develop modern and flexible port facilities.     

 

The idea of providing a deep water berth for visiting cruise vessels has been discussed for many years.    
The Deloitte Cruise Ship Deep Water Berth Report is an independent desktop assessment commissioned 

by the former Department of Economic Development to provide passenger forecast indications for three 
of the proposals suggested for cruise development on the Isle of Man.     

 
There is a significant amount of work required to fully realise the social and economic benefits of our 

harbours and I am pleased to present these two reports, which have informed both the Department of 

Infrastructure and the Department for Enterprise in preparing  the Harbours Strategy, GD 2018/0011.   

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Hon R Harmer MHK 
Minister for Infrastructure  
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This report is strictly private and confidential to the Isle of Man Government Department of Economic 
Development (“the Addressee”) and is intended for the sole use of the Addressee. 

Save as expressly provided for in the Contract it must not be recited or referred to in any document, or 
copied or made available (in whole or in part) to any other party. 

We accept no responsibility or liability for its contents to any other party other than the Addressee. 

For your convenience, this report may have been made available to you in electronic and hard copy format. 
Multiple copies and versions of this report may, therefore, exist in different media. Only a final signed copy 
should be regarded as definitive. 

Important notice

© 2017 Deloitte LLP. All rights reserved.
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Isle of Man Government 

Department of Economic Development

St Georges Court

Upper Church Street 

Douglas 

Isle of Man

IM1 1EX

19 July 2017 

Dear Sirs

Isle of Man Cruise Ship Deep Water Berth

We enclose our final report (the “Report”). 

We draw your attention to the disclaimer notice which can be 

found on page 142.

We also draw your attention to the section titled 

“Requirements” in which we refer to the scope of our work, 

sources of information and the limitations of the work 

undertaken. 

Our work was completed on 30 June 2017 (the “Cut-off Date” 

for the purposes of Clause 5.5 of the Contract, Terms of 

Business) and we have not updated our work since that date. 

We provided a draft of this Final Report dated 14 June 2017 

to the management of the Isle of Man Government 

Department of Economic Development for their confirmation 

of certain facts and matters. They provided the confirmation 

we requested. 

Yours faithfully 

Deloitte LLP  

Deloitte LLP is a limited liability partnership registered in England and Wales with registered number OC303675 and its registered office at 2 New Street Square, London, EC4A 3BZ. 

Deloitte LLP is the United Kingdom affiliate of Deloitte NWE LLP, a member firm of Deloitte Touche Tohmatsu Limited, UK private company limited by guarantee (“DTTL”). DTTL and each of its 

member firms are legally separate and independent entities. DTTL and Deloitte NWE LLP do not provide services to clients. Please see www.deloitte.com/about to learn more about our global 

network of member firms. 

© 2017 Deloitte LLP. All rights reserved.
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Glossary

DED Department of Economic Development 

DOI Department of Infrastructure

FTE Full Time Equivalent

GRT Gross Tonnage

IOM Isle of Man

IRR Internal Rate of Return

LOA Length of Vessel 

NPV Net Present Value Calculations

PAX Passenger Numbers

© 2017 Deloitte LLP. All rights reserved.
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Requirements

© 2017 Deloitte LLP. All rights reserved.

Your requirements Work Performed Key findings

1

Sense check British Cruise Ship Trends, 
including the estimated growth of 80,000 
to 100,000 passengers per annum as a 
result of a 350 metre deep water berth, 
as outlined in the GP Wild Report, and 
compare these against the performance 
achieved in other British Isles cruise ship 
destinations. 

• We have considered Passenger trends in 
comparable islands in the UK and Channel 
islands and British Ports, as well as ship build 
market data and vessel size analysis. 

• The 350m berth option is no longer 
considered feasible, as such we have 
estimated passenger numbers for the 240m 
and 450m length berth options. See section 5 
and 10. These figures have also been sense 
checked by members of the Isle of Man 
Shipping Association

• Absolute passenger numbers have generally 
increased significantly over the last 5 years in the 
comparable islands.

• Cruise ships are being built bigger than ever before.

• 80,000 – 100,000 passengers in 20 – 30 years’ time 
appears to be achievable based on the estimated 
passenger growth analysis we have performed, 
assuming a 450m cruise berth is constructed. 

2

Consider both the direct and indirect
economic benefit resulting from the 
development e.g. visitor spend, job 
creation, business investment and other 
associated tangible benefits that would 
arise. 

• We have considered the direct economic 
benefits of each option within our NPV 
calculations detailed in section 4. 

• We have considered the indirect economic 
benefits, outside of the NPV calculations, also 
set out in Section 4.

• Passenger direct gross spend has been estimated as 
£44.48 based on available information. A net 
exchequer benefit of £11.93 has been estimated per 
passenger. 

• Indirect passenger spend is not included in our NPV 
calculations as it has not been possible to obtain 
reliable information about the IOM or other 
comparable islands. As noted in Section 6, the it is 
understood from discussions with Carl Hawker, that 
the £11.93 net exchequer benefit figure used takes 
into account other indirect benefits experienced by 
the IOM. 

3

Conduct a desk top review of recent 
cruise berth developments in the British 
Isles and neighbouring North Sea ports, 
establishing development costs of on-
shore and off-shore facilities, economic 
benefit generated and indicative income 
and expenditure of operation. 

• We have considered the current and future 
developments of neighbouring ports in 
Section 9.

• Neighbouring ports, in particular Liverpool have 
plans to, or have already improved their cruise port 
facilities recently. 

• Liverpool improving its cruise port offering further, 
could have a significant impact on the Isle of Man’s 
ability to attract more passing trade if a bigger 
berth were available.  

4

Analyse current Isle of Man cruise visitor 
spend and harbour pricing compared to 
other British Isles cruise ship 
destinations, identifying areas for 
improvement and development. 

• We have analysed historic Isle of Man visitor 
spend and harbour fee pricing structure, 
compared to other British Isle cruise ship 
destinations in Section 6.

• Historical visitor spend has been considered in 
relation to other neighbouring islands and UK ports. 
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Requirements (continued)

© 2017 Deloitte LLP. All rights reserved.

Your requirements Work performed Key findings

5

Review and assess the capital cost 
estimates provided by DOI for the 
development of the on-shore
infrastructure, identifying issues 
requiring further investigation and/or 
consideration. 

• We have been unable to assess the capital cost 
estimates as explained in section 1, however the 
cost estimations provided have been used in the 
NPV calculations in Section 4.

• N/A

6 

Review and assess the technical 
facility study and off-shore capital 
cost estimates provided by FDN 
Engineering, identifying cost options 
for consideration. 

• Since the commencement of this report, the 
original proposal for a floating 350m berth, as 
outlined by FDN has been removed from 
considerations. 

• A new proposal of a fixed 450m (caisson) berth has 
been tabled by the Isle of Man Shipping 
Association. Please see Section 2.  

• The 450 metre (caisson) berth has been challenged 
by us in terms of the project viability due to the 
capital cost estimate of at least £80m. This capital 
cost is considerably more than other ports built 
recently per our research. 

• As such a new 450 metre (concrete) berth has 
been quoted for, which would take a 400m cruise 
ship. The capital cost of this is £35 - £40m for the 
berth.

• The new proposal of the 450m (Concrete) 
berth appears to carry a better return on 
investment than the 450m (caisson) option, 
the 240m berth and doing nothing per our 
Net Asset Value Calculations see section 4.

• The capital cost of the 450m (concrete) berth 
is much lower than the 450m (caisson) berth 
option, yet both berths have the capacity to 
accommodate the same size vessels and 
hence the same projected passenger numbers 
and associated revenue have been forecast. 

7
Consider the merits of a 250 metre 
berth proposed by DOI. 

• For each proposal; ‘Do nothing’, 240m, 450m 
(caisson) and 450m (concrete); we have performed 
a ‘SWOT’ analysis to consider merits. See section 3. 

• We have calculated a NPV for each proposal in 
Section 4, in order to consider the quantitative 
merits.

• There are a number of strengths and 
weaknesses to all options. 

• It is noted a common weakness of “doing 
nothing” and having only a 240m berth would 
be that tendering of larger boats may still be 
necessary which can bring negative 
perceptions of the Isle of Man as it is found 
that tendering is not popular with cruise ship 
visitors. 

• It is noted on the larger projects, 450m 
(concrete) and 450m (caisson) the return on 
investment is contingent on passenger 
number assumptions and related growth.
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Executive Summary – further considerations

This report is not a feasibility study, and as such does not carry a recommendation as to which (if any) berth option 
the Department should take forward. We have however, laid out some further considerations we feel the Department 
may wish to consider for each scenario. 

Do nothing: 

• Regardless of whether a cruise berth is constructed, there is an opportunity to increase the harbour fees for cruise vessels in line 
with other similar jurisdictions, which charge on a gross tonnage basis. There is also an opportunity to increase the passenger 
dues on and off the cruise vessels from £0.50 each way in line with other places. Research suggests other comparable ports 
charge up to a maximum £1.65 each way (Shetland) per passenger. Assuming this was done, as demonstrated by the NPV 
calculations, the estimated net income received as a result of cruise passengers’ gross spend and harbour fees would be almost 
doubled per annum. 

• There is also the potential to improve the existing service offering to cruise companies and their passengers by purchasing some
larger passenger tender vessels, which are estimated to cost in the region of £2m. This may also be a means of justifying any
increase proposed in the harbour fees to the cruise companies, and could potentially attract some more cruise companies to visit
the Island, however feedback suggests that a number of cruise companies will not consider a location if tendering involved. 

240m berth: 

• This proposed berth has a significantly lower capital cost than the 450m berth proposals, and could be a phase 1 development 
for assessing cruise ship appetite and developing the local market offerings on a smaller scale.

• Expectation is that the captive cruise companies and therefore the associated passenger numbers would cap at approximately 
40,000 passengers per annum by year 50, due to berth size restrictions, and the underlying increases in new vessel build sizes. 
Therefore, the berth may not be future proof over a longer term.

• Feedback suggests the position of the berth from a weather and tidal perspective could mean some ships may not be able to 
berth alongside the berth in certain weather conditions. 

• NPV calculations include a £4m contingency for any capital overspend. Assuming the original capital cost estimates of £16m for 
the berth and 3.8m for tugs is accurate, this sensitivity could bring the break even year forward from year 48 to year 40.  

© 2017 Deloitte LLP. All rights reserved.
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Executive Summary – further considerations

450m caisson berth: 

• There are significantly higher capital costs involved with the provision of the caisson berth proposal. There may be an impact on 
public response, particularly if public spend were to be used to finance the berth. 

• In terms of passenger numbers it expected that the berth would attract the same number of cruise vessels and passengers as 
the 450m concrete berth option. The payback period is therefore longer due to the higher capital cost implications for a caisson 
berth compared to a concrete berth.  

• The overall capital cost could be reduced by removing the additional 250m berth from the plan, however it is estimated this 
would only save approximately £5m out of an estimated £80m build (before infrastructure work required and tug requirements).

• Onshore facilities would likely be required to house security equipment and check-in facilities. Additional security staff would also 
be required for both 450m berth options, located on site at the cruise berth, rather than at the Sea Terminal location. The 
onshore facility costs have been included in the NPV as part of the contingency amount for overspend.

450m concrete berth: 

• The berth would be capable of berthing the largest cruise ships in the global cruise market today, therefore future proofing the
Island.

• At present, there is no coach turning bay currently included in the plans for the 450m concrete berth. Therefore, depending on 
the proposed method of including the turning bay/widening the breakwater, this could lead to further capital spend. 

• There could be an opportunity to extend the berth itself in the future to house even larger vessels if required, and there may also 
be an ability to include a 250m cargo ferry berth alongside the cruise berth per communication received from Royal Haskoning. 

• Based on the assumptions contained within this report, the 450m concrete berth option breaks even at year 28, which despite 
higher capital costs than the 240m berth, breaks even 20 years earlier. 

There are significant assumptions applied in terms of passenger growth, and uncertainty exists around whether the forecast 
passenger numbers would be achieved in all scenarios, particularly due to the long term forecasting nature. 

© 2017 Deloitte LLP. All rights reserved.
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Executive Summary – further considerations

Other considerations: 

• Multi-lingual materials and tour guides – feedback from Guernsey cruise passenger surveys and the presentation given by 
Michael Morrison about Orkney is that cruise passengers feel more welcome when language alternatives are provided to them. 

• Isle of Man tourism attractions could also look to improve their multi-lingual information for foreign passengers. E.g. The Isle of 
Man Motor Museum in Jurby only has English information signs. This is an example of an attraction where it would be reasonable 
to expect to see German, French and Italian information leaflets as a minimum for the TT biker tourists who are most likely to 
attend such an attraction, as well as any cruise visitors who may visit. 

• Likewise, restaurants and bars could look to have menus in foreign languages also to give a more multi-cultural feel to the 
Island. 

© 2017 Deloitte LLP. All rights reserved.
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1. Review of capital costs estimates provided by the DOI

The following information has been gathered from discussions with Ann Reynolds, DOI in relation to the capital cost expectations
for a 240m berth:

 DOI expect that the maximum capital outlay required to extend the existing Queen Victoria Pier would be £16m.

 £16m is considered to be the maximum cost for the extension of the existing Queen Victoria pier, as there is a potential cost
saving estimated at around £2m if other DOI schemes were to be undertaken around the Middle Harbour Area at the same
time. This is due to the Middle Harbour Area requiring to be filled in around the edges, and rock dredged as part of the cruise
berth project would be able to be used to fill in these other areas of the harbour which require materials.

 Two tugs would be likely to require purchasing, at an estimated cost of £1.5m each.

It is understood that a formal report is available in relation to the proposed 240m berth, however we have not been able to obtain
a copy of this report hence we have not considered the reasonableness of the initial capital cost estimates which have been used
in our projections and have formed the basis for the NPV calculations within this report. Sensitivity analysis and a contingency for
overruns have, however, been applied to this initial cost assessment.

The capital costs estimates above have been used as the basis for our NPV calculations, however we have added in contingencies
for any overruns, and have used a tug cost of $5m (equivalent GBP £3.88m). Please see Appendix 1 for more details in relation to
the tug assumptions used.

It is anticipated that 2 staff members would be required to be employed to operate the tug at an estimated total net cost of
£80,000 per annum, and that groundsmen would also be required seasonally. An estimated total net cost of £40,000 per annum
(seasonal contractors) has been included in the NPV calculations included within Section 4.

Due to the location of the berth, we understand that no further facilities would be required to be built in terms of providing
security and x-ray machines, or check-in desks, as this would be able to take place within the existing Sea Terminal building,
which is adjoined to the Queen Victoria Pier.

© 2017 Deloitte LLP. All rights reserved.
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350 metre floating berth proposal (FDN): Since the commencement of this report, the original proposal for a floating 350m 
berth, as outlined by FDN, has been removed from considerations. 

The reason by several interested and expert parties, namely the Isle of Man Shipping Association, the Department of 
Infrastructure, Royal Haskoning DHV and Neptumar as to why a floating berth is not deemed suitable in the proposed Douglas 
location, is that the floating berth would move too much with where it would be positioned in the harbour due to the strong tidal 
force, and therefore it would make berthing some vessels difficult, if not dangerous. 

450 metre caisson fixed berth: Therefore, the new proposal of a 450 metre (caisson) fixed berth has been tabled by the Isle of 
Man Shipping Association. See model proposed at Appendix 3. 

Their proposal would include a main berth of 450m for cruise ships and a second berth of 250m suitable for cruise ships and also
cargo vessels. This proposal is estimated to cost in the region of £80m just for the berthing structure, before any infrastructure 
costs of roads networks and the cable requiring to be moved have been undertaken (see below); this cost is significantly more
than the original proposed floating berth cost of circa £50m. 

450 metre concrete breakwater berth: The capital costs for the caisson berth have been challenged by Deloitte during the 
course of the review, and new fixed breakwater plans for a 450 metre (concrete) fixed berth in the same position, capable of 
housing a 400m cruise vessel have been considered as a compromise solution, which would be capable of servicing the cruise line 
industry. This proposal is estimated to cost in the region of £35m - £40m for the concrete berthing structure, before any 
infrastructure costs of roads networks and the cable requiring to be moved have been undertaken (see below); 

The plans for the 450m (concrete) berth have been prepared by Royal Haskoning DHV, see comments on next page, together with 
Appendix 3, which shows the model proposed. 

In Section 3 we have carried out a SWOT analysis for each of the proposed options. 

In both 450m berth options, the infrastructure costs are estimated to be in the region of £5m to build a road bridge and improve
the existing road infrastructure to take passengers from the berth by coach. There is an additional estimated cost of £2m required 
to move an underwater cable and fibre optic cable, which runs from the Isle of Man to the UK Mainland. These costs together with
contingencies for any overruns have been included in the NPV calculations performed in Section 4. 

Staffing requirements and onshore facilities would also be required for the 450m berth options so that there are suitable security 
and check in facilities in the proposed berth location. A contingency has been included for these costs in the NPV calculations.

2. Consider the technical facility study of off-shore capital costs 
provided by FDN

© 2017 Deloitte LLP. All rights reserved.
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Phased development – 450m (concrete) berth option 

Tim Davies, Royal Haskoning DHV:

“The new scheme includes for a 450 metre long breakwater structure which comprises of a rock core with an outer layer of large 
rock, the south easterly face will be faced with either very heavy rock (+6 tonnes) or precast concrete Accropodes.

The berth face would be 200 metres long x 10 metres wide. We need to allow for turning a coach around, but this is an early 
scheme. In addition we need to design 5 monopile berthing dolphins with mooring crew footbridges. The total berth length will 
be 400 metres, but solid quay is as stated 200 metres long. The solid quay is formed with steel tubular piles acting as a combi 
wall with fill behind and a concrete slab on top. A rock facing will fill in the ends of the quay wall. At the vessel side of the quay 
wall will be two floating pontoons which will provide the location for the vessels access gangways to land on. A steel bridge will 
provide access from the pontoons to the quay level. There will also be a scissor lift platform for disabled access. 

Access to the quay from Alexandra Pier will be via a twin lane road supported on a steel tubular trestle. 

This scheme is much cheaper than the caisson version because:

• The caissons were designed to ‘seal for life’ the contaminated material that exists on land and seabed / riverbeds on the 
island. The rock breakwater will not do this.

• The caissons were designed to provide support for tidal or air current turbines to meet the needs of renewable energy 
sources. The rock breakwater will not do this.

• The caisson design was to provide ‘all year round’ berthing, the rock breakwater will be designed to prevent overtopping 
during peak weather conditions / tidal conditions from April through to the end of September.

A second smaller berth has not been included for the scheme, however it would be possible to add it later or include it now and
put the cost up.

Confirm that no caissons are included in the new scheme and we would call this a rock faced breakwater.”

Capable of berthing up to a 400m cruise ship

© 2017 Deloitte LLP. All rights reserved.
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“Do nothing” – if no berth is created

SWOT analysis

no berth

Strengths

• Existing Queen Victoria Pier can already 
take up to 150m length vessels and 
approximately half of the vessels currently 
visiting the IOM are less than 150m. 

• No capital cost required, therefore positive 
NPV will always be the case as long as 
cruise ships continue to visit. 

Weaknesses

• Not attracting all possible cruise ships that 
could include the Isle of Man on their 
itineraries due to the tendering required 
to bring passengers ashore. 

• Not all cruise ships have a tender vessel 
of their own, and there are currently no 
tender vessels provided at the Isle of Man 
harbour.

• Even smaller vessels which could come 
alongside the current berth choose not to 
due to the shallow nature of the berth and 
the weather and tidal conditions not 
always being favourable. 

Threats

• Could be missing out on potential large 
revenue streams from a growing cruise 
industry. 

• As cruise ships increase in size, they may 
not visit the Isle of Man in the future 
unless a bigger and better berthing facility 
is available. 

• Where no berthing facilities are provided, 
and most other ports provide them as 
standard, both passenger perception and 
cruise company perception of the Isle of 
Man could be negatively influenced on 
arrival.

Opportunities

• Increase existing harbour dues to similar 
pricing structures such as Orkney, or other 
comparable islands to increase revenue 
streams.

© 2017 Deloitte LLP. All rights reserved.
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Improve current facilities – purchase of tender vessels 

SWOT analysis

no berth, but better 
tender facilities

Strengths

• Could offer a more robust journey from 
the cruise ships to the port in a more 
comfortable boat.

• Could take more passengers onshore at a 
time. 

• People would get more time on the Island. 

Weaknesses

• It’s still not a berth, so the potential risk 
in relation to the perception of both 
passengers and cruise companies in 
relation to the Island due to the tendering 
has not disappeared.

• It doesn’t guarantee more cruise ship 
visits. 

• Would this be a disabled friendly option?

• Some cruise companies have said they 
wouldn’t even consider talking about 
cruising to the IOM until there is a 
suitable berth. 

• Additional staff would be required to 
service the tender vessel, leading to 
increased staff costs. There is a risk that 
these staff costs would not be covered by 
the additional harbour fees generated. 

Threats

• If alternative uses suggested are not 
appropriate the boats would be redundant 
and could require more expenditure in 
relation to ongoing maintenance if not in 
regular use. 

Opportunities

• More scope for more people to come 
ashore if the tender is quicker and 
smoother, and takes more passengers. 

• Tender vessels could be used as 
passenger ferries for round island trips? 

• Job creation – captain and crew for the 
tender vessels would need to be 
employed. 

There is scope to improve the do nothing service offering by purchasing a tender vessel which could 
take up to 200 passengers from the cruise ship to the tender berth, however feedback from 
Neptumar and cruise companies generally is that it is not a preferable option for the cruise 
companies, as it can damage the image they are trying to portray. The exception to this rule 
appears to lie with the “expedition” cruises, where tendering into the port is considered part of the 
experience. It is expected that this passenger tender vessel could cost in the region of £2million 
maximum if bought second hand. No NPV calculations have been prepared, as it is not expected to 
have a significant impact on the overall position if no berths are built, as there is no significant 
capital outlay. 

© 2017 Deloitte LLP. All rights reserved.
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240m berth

See Appendix 3 for pictorial plans of proposed berth

SWOT analysis

240m 
berth

Strengths

• Pier is already there - so would likely be a 
quicker project to extend an existing pier, 
rather than build an entirely new berthing 
facility. 

• It would mean more cruises may be able 
to include the IOM on their cruise 
schedules in the next few years. 

• It could be a worthwhile berth on top of a 
larger berth, so that the IOM could take in 
even more ships at any one time.

• Already attached to the welcome centre
and infrastructure of roads, covered 
walkway etc. 

Weaknesses

• Research by the IOM Shipping Association 
and Neptumar, backed up by our review of 
recent and planned cruise ship builds (see 
Section 8) suggests that new cruise ships 
builds are getting bigger, and the older 
(generally smaller) vessels are being 
scrapped.

• May not be as profitable in the long term as 
a larger berth (see NPV calculations). 

• Although 240m long, research suggests that 
approximately 30m of leeway should be 
given, meaning that it’s possible the 
maximum vessels size that could be berthed 
on a 240m berth would be in the region of 
210m. 

• This is an extension to an existing 150m pier 
(Queen Victoria Pier), built in 1984 as part of 
the last harbour regeneration. As such, it 
may not last for as long as a complete new 
build, and could cost more in maintenance.

Threats

• Age of existing pier – built 1984, may be 
unfit to extend if proper surveys / 
renovation work is not carried out. 

• Could be obsolete as size trend in new 
builds is increasing. Could render a 240m 
berth redundant over time. 

Opportunities

• May attract more vessels if there was a 
fixed berth so that passengers can get 
off the vessel on to dry land.

• Increase harbour port fees. 

• Could increase demand for future bigger 
berths.

• Could be Phase 1 of an Isle of Man cruise 
port development program, involving a 
larger berth built at a later date.  

• Opportunity to improve state of existing 
pier as part of the extension. 

© 2017 Deloitte LLP. All rights reserved.
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450m berth caisson option (includes a 250m smaller berth)
See Appendix 3 for pictorial plans of proposed berth

SWOT analysis

450m berth 
(caisson) + 250m 
additional berth 

Strengths

• Would be set up for the future in terms of 
being able to offer any interested cruise 
ship company a berth.

• Can take any size vessel, including the 
world’s current largest cruise ship.

• Competitive with the global market.

• Job creation opportunities.

• Infrastructure would be expected to last 
100 years. 

• Future proofed in terms of vessel sizes 
getting larger. 

• Not just a cruise ship development, but an 
overall harbour development. 

Weaknesses

• Cost is much more sizeable than the cost 
of extending the existing Queen Victoria 
Pier to a 240m berth.

• Risk of investment not returning required 
income to break even if the expected 
future passenger numbers are not 
achieved.

Threats

• There may be a potential perceived threat 
from the IOM Steam Packet Company in 
terms of potential to take away their 
business if the 250m add-on pier were 
suitable for car ferry business. 

• Wider economy / cruise trends could go 
the other way and start to decline. 

Opportunities

• May attract more vessels if there was a 
larger fixed berth so that passengers can 
get off the vessel on to dry land.

• Could provide alternative uses.

• Increase harbour port fees.

• UK cruise passenger trends are rising. 

• Possibility of providing fueling services to 
the cruise ships and possibly wind farm 
maintenance vessels.

© 2017 Deloitte LLP. All rights reserved.
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450m concrete berth
See Appendix 3 for pictorial plans of proposed berth

SWOT analysis

450m
(concrete) 

berth

Strengths

• Would be set up for the future in terms of 
being able to offer any interested cruise 
ship company a berth.

• Can take any size vessel, including the 
world’s current largest cruise ship.

• Competitive with the global market.

• Job creation opportunities.

• Infrastructure would be expected to last 
100 years.

• Significantly cheaper than the caisson 
based 450m berth option.

• Future proofed in terms of vessel sizes 
getting larger.

Weaknesses

• Cost is much more sizeable than the cost 
of extending the existing Queen Victoria 
Pier to a 240m berth. 

Threats

• Wider economy / cruise trends could go 
the other way and start to decline. 

Opportunities

• May attract more vessels if there was a 
larger fixed berth so that passengers can 
get off the vessel on to dry land.

• Could provide alternative uses.

• Increase harbour port fees.

• UK cruise passenger trends are rising.

• Possibility of providing fueling services to 
the cruise ships and possibly wind farm 
maintenance vessels.
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Net present value calculations – unsensitised summary positions

• For assumptions made in preparing these net present value calculations, please see Appendix 1.

• Please see passenger numbers forecasts and assumptions in Section 5. 

• Please see Appendix 1 for the annual net cash flows up to year 50.

• Sensitivity analysis has been performed based on a single variable factors, being: 

- passenger numbers / capital costs /discount factor

Conclusions on the sensitivity analysis have been included within this section. Sensitivity workings can be seen in Appendix 1.

Do nothing
Do nothing - except increase 

the harbour rates
240m Berth 450m (caisson) Berth 450m (concrete) Berth

Initial Investment 0 0 (23,877,300) (108,530,060) (68,530,060)

TOTAL 15 year NPV 3,018,713 5,777,839 (17,394,622) (84,641,379) (44,927,147)

TOTAL 20 year NPV 4,248,120 8,160,735 (14,645,468) (68,156,139) (28,858,500)

TOTAL 25 year NPV 5,497,863 10,592,516 (11,918,121) (49,459,502) (10,772,046)

TOTAL 30 year NPV 6,768,603 13,073,277 (9,213,935) (28,721,592) 9,158,691

TOTAL 35 year NPV 8,061,971 15,610,307 (6,525,972) (7,412,449) 29,522,328

TOTAL 40 year NPV 9,380,577 18,219,621 (3,838,506) 13,369,211 49,283,073

TOTAL 45 year NPV 10,725,130 20,902,678 (1,152,409) 33,623,418 68,460,969

TOTAL 50 year NPV 12,094,442 23,644,801 1,514,347 53,385,213 87,105,082

IRR (50 years) n/a n/a 0.23% 1.38% 3.01%

NPV (at X%) 2.30% 2.30% 3.00% 3.00% 3.00%

Payback Period (Years) n/a n/a 48                       37                                   28                                        
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Net present value calculations
Section Summary

• The previous page shows the NPV calculations for each of the five options below, based on projections up to year 50:

- “do nothing”, 

- “do nothing except increase harbour fees”, 

- “240m berth”, 

- “450m (caisson) berth”, 

- “450m (concrete) berth”, 

The Internal Rate of Return (“IRR”) and payback period has also been calculated for each option where possible.

• It can be seen on the previous page that at the 15, 20, and 25 year NPV positions, all three berth options result in a negative NPV. However, it 
is assumed that the longevity of the project spans longer than 25 years, and hence a 30 – 50 year NPV may be a more appropriate timeframe to 
draw comparisons and assess the profitability of the project options. It should be noted, however, that the assumptions used in calculating the 
NPV’s become more difficult to project as you look further into the future, beyond 30 years.

• “Doing nothing” results in a higher NPV than the 240m berth overall. At the 30 year NPV point, the 450m (concrete) berth option becomes more 
lucrative than “doing nothing”, and at the 40 year point the 450m (caisson) option become more profitable than “doing nothing”. However, 
“doing nothing” has no capital expenditure associated with it. 

• The 450m (concrete) option results in a significantly higher NPV compared to all other options after 30 years and is the only berth option to 
break even within 30 years based on the discounted cash-flows (payback period 28 years). The 240m berth payback period is 48 years, and the 
450m (caisson) berth payback period is 37 years. 

• When looking at the return on cost of capital involved in the three berth options, the Internal Rate of Return (“IRR”), is highest at 3.01% for the 
450m (concrete) option, and lowest for the 240m berth option at 0.23%. The 450m (caisson) berth option has an IRR of 1.38%. 

• Note, that we have not prepared an NPV for the option in relation to purchasing better tender vessels, due to the low capital costs expected of 
£2m. As such, there would be a short pay back period based on the “do nothing” options. It would also be unlikely to significantly increase the 
number of additional vessels visiting the Isle of Man if the tendering vessels were provided. 

Overall, based on the underlying assumptions made, the 450m (concrete) option is the most profitable, with a significantly higher 
NPV than the other berths due to the lower capital costs, and forecast passenger numbers. It carries the highest IRR and has 
shortest payback period. It is also important to note that the forecasts and assumptions are highly sensitive in nature. Sensitivity 
analysis has been carried out in Appendix 1, and summarised in the next few pages. 
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Net present value calculations – sensitivity analysis
Passenger numbers

Sensitivity supporting workings can be found in Appendix 1. 

The passenger number sensitivity analysis shows that:

• It is not expected that a negative NPV would be suffered in either of the “do nothing” or “do nothing except increase harbour fees” options, due to there being 
no upfront capital expenses associated with doing nothing, and it is assumed that any income generated from cruise passenger spend would exceed any 
possible maintenance costs of maintaining the existing 150m berth. 

• “Do nothing” – Initial expected NPV at year 50 is £12.1m based on the forecast passenger numbers. However, assuming passenger numbers remained 
constant at 9,756 PAX per annum over 50 years, this would result in an NPV of £5.4m over 50 years (net decrease from the initial expected NPV of £6.7m). 
Assuming a more favourable scenario, whereby growth of 3% per annum of constant growth is experienced after year 10 until year 50 (assuming a rate of 7% 
is maintained for the first 10 years – see assumptions in section 5), this would result in an NPV of £19.7m, representing an increase from the initial expected 
NPV of £7.6m. 

• “Do nothing except increase harbour dues” – Initial expected NPV at year 50 is £23.6m based on the forecast passenger numbers. However, assuming 
passenger numbers remained constant at 9,756 PAX per annum over 50 years, this would result in an NPV of £11.5m over 50 years (net decrease from the 
initial expected NPV of £12.1m). Assuming a more favourable scenario, whereby growth of 3% per annum of constant growth is experienced after year 10 until 
year 50 (assuming a rate of 7% is maintained for the first 10 years – see assumptions in section 5), this would result in an NPV of £38.6m, representing an 
increase from the initial expected NPV of £15.0m. 

• “240m berth” – Initial expected NPV at year 50 is £1.5m based on the forecast passenger numbers. However, assuming the passenger numbers growth rate 
was 10% rather than the original 13.5% per annum for the first 10 years, and then remained at 0.5% thereafter up to year 50, this would result in a negative 
NPV of (£2.5m) over 50 years (net decrease from the initial expected NPV of £4.0m). Assuming a more favourable scenario, whereby passenger numbers grow 
at a rate of 13.5% remained until year 10, and a growth rate of 3.5% were to be experienced thereafter, this would result in an NPV of £14.0m, representing 
an increase from the initial expected NPV of £12.5m. 

• “450m (caisson) berth” – Initial expected NPV at year 50 is £53.4m based on the forecast passenger numbers. However, assuming passenger numbers 
growth rate was 15% rather than the original 25% per annum for the first 10 years (see assumptions in Section 5), and then remained at a constant 2% 
growth rate thereafter up to year 50, this would result in a negative NPV of (£54.7m) over 50 years (net decrease from the initial expected NPV of £108.0m). 
Assuming a more favourable scenario, whereby growth of 25% is experienced per annum for the first 10 years, and then 5% for 5 years, 4% for 5 years, 3% 
for 10 years and 0.5% thereafter until year 50 (5% being the expected maximum annual growth after 10 years due to the assumption most vessels that are 
going to include the Isle of Man in their itineraries will have done so within 10 years of the berth being operational), this would result in an NPV of £67.8m, 
representing an increase from the initial expected NPV of £14.4m. 

• “450m (concrete) berth” – Initial expected NPV at year 50 is £87.1m based on the forecast passenger numbers. However, assuming passenger numbers 
growth rate was 15% rather than the original 25% per annum for the first 10 years (see assumptions in Section 5), and then remained at a constant 2% 
growth rate thereafter up to year 50, this would result in a negative NPV of (£16.9m) over 50 years (net decrease from the initial expected NPV of £104.0m). 
Assuming a more favourable scenario, whereby growth of 25% is experienced per annum for the first 10 years, and then 5% for 5 years, 4% for 5 years, 3% 
for 10 years and 0.5% thereafter until year 50 (5% being the expected maximum annual growth after 10 years due to the assumption most vessels that are
going to include the Isle of Man in their itineraries will have done so within 10 years of the berth being operational), this would result in an NPV of £100.8m, 
representing an increase from the initial expected NPV of £13.7m. 
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Net present value calculations – sensitivity analysis
Passenger Spend
Sensitivity supporting workings can be found in Appendix 1. 

Forecast passenger gross spend: £44.48 – this being an estimated gross passenger spend for excursions, based on the work performed in Section 6. This gross spend of 
£44.48 is estimated to result in a net exchequer benefit of £11.93 per passenger. 

Pessimistic passenger gross spend: £25 – this being an estimated minimum passenger spend for excursions, based on including £20 for current Manx National Heritage
prices and £5 for other, such as coffee and cake/bus tickets, etc. A gross spend of £25 per passenger, is estimated to result in a net exchequer benefit of £6.26 per 
passenger.

More favourable passenger gross spend: £59 - this being the average amount achieved per the recent 2017 cruise visits provided by Neptumar. A gross spend of £59 
per passenger, is estimated to result in a net exchequer benefit of £14.78 per passenger.

The passenger spend sensitivity analysis shows that:

• It is not expected that a negative NPV would be suffered in either of the “do nothing” or “do nothing except increase harbour fees” options, due to there being no upfront 
capital expenses associated with doing nothing, and it is assumed that any income generated from cruise passenger spend would exceed any possible maintenance costs 
of maintaining the existing 150m berth. 

• “Do nothing” – Initial expected NPV at year 50 is £12.1m based on the forecast net exchequer benefit of £11.93 per passenger. However, assuming passenger numbers 
remained in line with the original forecasts based on expected growth rates, over 50 years, but passenger gross spend reduced to £25 per person, resulting in a net 
exchequer benefit of £6.26 per passenger, this would result in an NPV of £7.5m over 50 years (net decrease from the initial expected NPV of £4.5m). Assuming a more 
favourable scenario, whereby passenger gross spend increased to £59 per person, resulting in a net exchequer benefit of £14.78 per passenger this would result in an 
NPV of £14.4m, representing an increase from the initial expected NPV of £2.3m.  

• “Do nothing except increase harbour dues” – Initial expected NPV at year 50 is £23.6m based on the forecast net exchequer benefit of £11.93 per passenger. 
However, assuming passenger numbers remained in line with the original forecasts based on expected growth rates, over 50 years, but passenger gross spend reduced to 
£25 per person, resulting in a net exchequer benefit of £6.26 per passenger, this would result in an NPV of £19.1m over 50 years (net decrease from the initial expected 
NPV of £4.5m). Assuming a more favourable scenario, whereby passenger gross spend increased to £59 per person, with a resulting net exchequer benefit of £14.78 per 
passenger, this would result in an NPV of £25.9m, representing an increase from the initial expected NPV of £2.3m.  

• “240m berth” – Initial expected NPV at year 50 is £1.5m based on the forecast net exchequer benefit of £11.93 per passenger. However, assuming passenger numbers 
remained in line with the original forecasts based on expected growth rates, over 50 years, but passenger gross spend reduced to £25 per person, resulting in a net 
exchequer benefit of £6.26 per passenger, this would result in an NPV of (£5.1m) over 50 years (net decrease from the initial expected NPV of £6.6m). Assuming a more 
favourable scenario, whereby passenger gross spend increased to £59 per person, resulting in a net exchequer benefit of £14.78 per passenger, this would result in an 
NPV of £4.8m, representing an increase from the initial expected NPV of £3.3m.  

• “450m (caisson) berth” – Initial expected NPV at year 50 is £53.4m based on the forecast net exchequer benefit of £11.93 per passenger. However, assuming 
passenger numbers remained in line with the original forecasts based on expected growth rates, over 50 years, but passenger gross spend reduced to £25 per person, 
resulting in a net exchequer benefit of £6.26 per passenger, this would result in an NPV of £26.6m over 50 years (net decrease from the initial expected NPV of £26.8m). 
Assuming a more favourable scenario, whereby passenger gross spend increased to £59 per person, resulting in a net exchequer benefit of £14.78 per passenger, this 
would result in an NPV of £66.8m, representing an increase from the initial expected NPV of £13.4m.  

• “450m (concrete) berth” – Initial expected NPV at year 50 is £87.1m based on the forecast net exchequer benefit of £11.93 per passenger. However, assuming 
passenger numbers remained in line with the original forecasts based on expected growth rates, over 30 years, but passenger gross spend reduced to £25 per person, 
resulting in a net exchequer benefit of £6.26 per passenger, this would result in an NPV of £60.3m over 50 years (net decrease from the initial expected NPV of £26.8m). 
Assuming a more favourable scenario, whereby passenger gross spend increased to £59 per person, resulting in a net exchequer benefit of £14.78 per passenger, this 
would result in an NPV of £100.6m, representing an increase from the initial expected NPV of £13.5m.  
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Net present value calculations – sensitivity analysis
Discount factor

Sensitivity supporting workings can be found in Appendix 1. 

The discount factor sensitivity analysis shows that:

• Increasing the discount factor used in the NPV calculations from 3% to a rate of 7% causes all 3 of the berth proposals to be negative NPVs in year 50. 

• Any decrease in the discount factor below 3% results in a more favourable NPV position in all 5 scenarios. 

• “Do nothing” – Initial expected NPV at year 50 is £12.1m based on a discount factor of 2.3%, being the April 2017 inflation rate, has been applied as a 
discount factor, as there are no borrowing costs involved in doing nothing. However, assuming a higher discount factor of 5% is used with all other variables 
held constant, the NPV would be £6.5m (representing an overall decrease in NPV of £5.6m). If a lower discount rate of 1% is used with all other variables held 
constant, the NPV would be £17.2m (representing an overall increase in NPV of £5.1m). 

• “Do nothing except increase harbour dues” – Initial expected NPV at year 50 is £23.6m based on a discount factor of 2.3%, being the April 2017 inflation 
rate, has been applied as a discount factor, as there are no borrowing costs involved in doing nothing except increasing the harbour fees. However, assuming a 
higher discount factor of 5% is used with all other variables held constants, the NPV would be £12.7m (representing an overall decrease in NPV of £10.9m). If 
a lower discount rate of 1% is used, with all other variables held constant, the NPV would be £33.7m (representing an overall increase in NPV of £10.1m). 

• “240m berth” – Initial expected NPV at year 50 is £1.5m based on a discount factor of 3%, being the expected cost of lending, has been applied as a 
discount factor. However, assuming a higher discount factor of 7% is used with all other variables held constant, the NPV would become a negative NPV of 
(£13.0m) (representing an over decrease in NPV of £14.5m). If a lower discount rate of 1% is used, with all other variables held constant, the NPV would be 
£19.8m (representing an overall increase in NPV of £18.3m). 

• “450m (caisson) berth” – Initial expected NPV at year 50 is £53.4m based on a discount factor of 3%, being the expected cost of lending, has been applied 
as a discount factor. However, assuming a higher discount factor of 7% is used with all other variables held constant, the NPV would become a negative NPV of 
(£48.9m)(representing an overall decrease in NPV of £102.3m). If a lower discount rate of 1% is used, with all other variables held constant, the NPV would be 
£186.2m (representing an overall increase in NPV of £132.8m). 

• “450m (concrete) berth” – Initial expected NPV at year 50 is £87.1m based on a discount factor of 3%, being the expected cost of lending, has been 
applied as a discount factor. However, assuming a higher discount factor of 7% is used with all other variables held constant, the NPV would be negative 
(£10.8m) (representing an overall decrease in NPV of £97.9m). If a lower discount rate of 1% is used, with all other variables held constant, the NPV would be 
£213.8m (representing an overall increase in NPV of £126.7m). 
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Net present value calculations – summary positions
240 metre berth:

Total capital investment: £23,877,300

£20,000,000 (being £16m expected cost, plus 25% contingency), and 

£3,877,300 (based on market prices) for a 50 ton tug. 

Based on NPV calculations, would break even by year 48 of the project. 

450 metre (caisson) berth:

Total capital investment: £108,530,060

£80,000,000 – expected cost of the berth 

£7,000,000 – expected road infrastructure costs and moving of cable

£13,000,000 – contingency for overspend 

£8,530,060 – 1 x 50 ton bollard pull tug ($5m) and 1 x 70 ton bollard pull tug 
($6m) (based on market prices, using oanda.com exchange rate of 0.77546)

Based on the NPV calculations, project would break even in year 37 of the 
project.

450 metre (concrete) berth:

Total capital investment: £68,530,060

£40,000,000 – expected cost of the berth (£35m - £40m)

£7,000,000 – expected road infrastructure costs and moving of  cable

£13,000,000 – contingency for overspend 

£8,530,060 – 1 x 50 ton bollard pull tug ($5m) and 1 x 70 ton bollard pull tug 
($6m) (based on market prices, using oanda.com exchange rate of 0.77546)

Based on the NPV calculations, project would break even by year 28 of the 
project.  
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Other possible indirect benefits not accounted for in NPV 
calculations: 

Other sources of income:

On board local entertainment e.g. Manx singing, folk band, bagpipes etc.

Taxi and car rental 

Food and drink bought locally

On board guest speakers

Cruise line purchases ashore for their passengers

Independent guide hire

Tipping

Manx National Heritage

Other potential job creations in the local economy

Return visits from cruise passengers

Provision of water, removal of ship waste 

Supply of food and drink to the cruise ships
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Orkney: 

We have enquired of Michael Morrison, Orkney Marine Services’ Business Development Manager as to the number of additional staff employed 
by Orkney to service the cruise ships. Michael commented as follows: 

“We do not have, within the Harbour Authority employees specifically for cruise ships. The Harbour staff are employed all year round for all 
shipping. We do, via a public tender exercise, recruit a Meet and Greet team for the season at a cost of £50,000 for this season, plus additional 
port security and a cost of circa £30,000 for the season.”

Isle of Man:

Volunteers on the Isle of Man currently provide the meet and greet services free of charge, however it is likely that should cruise visits grow 
significantly, there may well be a future charge associated with the provision of this service. 

Neptumar, the DED’s cruise consultants are paid £25,000 per annum, on a 5 year contract. This not only covers standard cruise liaison, but also
marketing plans etc. This is an existing cost of the DED, and has not therefore been included in the NPV calculations. However, it should be
noted that this cost would likely increase in line with the growth in the cruise economy if the cruise industry took off locally.

At present, there are 16 harbour full time equivalent (FTE) staff members employed by the Isle of Man DOI who service the port in Douglas. Per
discussions with Ann Reynolds, Director of Ports in the Isle of Man, there would be a need to employ more ground staff for the cruise ship
arrivals, the tug operation, and in the case of the 450m berth options (due to their location being further away from the Sea Terminal facilities),
there would also need to be an onshore facility to house x-ray equipment for security and desks to check-in the cruise passengers.

240m berth:

The 240m berth would require additional groundsmen on a seasonal basis (approximately 2 or 3 staff) to facilitate the cruise ship arrivals. It is
also anticipated that 2 further staff members would be employed to operate the tug.

450m (caisson) and 450m (concrete) berths:

It is anticipated that additional groundsmen would be employed on a seasonal basis (approximately 2 or 3 staff) to facilitate the cruise ship
arrivals. Further staff would be required to be employed to operate the two tugs. Each tug requires 2 staff to man it for health and safety
purposes. However, it will not always be necessary for 2 tugs to be deployed at the same time to manoeuver cruise vessels. Therefore it is
anticipated that 2 full time tug operators would be required, and 2 part time staff would be required to cover annual leave or for instances where
the second tug is in use.

Furthermore, as the 450m berth is in a separate location from the Sea Terminal, it is expected that a further 2 staff members would be required
to perform the security requirements and check in the passengers on a seasonal basis.

Other possible indirect items not accounted for in NPV 
calculations: Staff requirements
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Other possible indirect items not accounted for in NPV 
calculations: Job creation – Case study - Barcelona

There are few publications available which enable an accurate assessment of the impact of the cruise economy on job creation in the UK. In 
2013/14 an article was produced for the 19th International Conference on Cultural Economics entitled “Economic impact on cruises activities –
the case of the Port of Barcelona”. This report is from a European perspective, attempting to quantify the impact of cruise tourism in a port such 
as Barcelona. The following tables have been extracted from this case study for ease of reference. 

It was noted that cruise passenger numbers growth since the 1990s, and especially since 2001 have increased significantly despite the 
economic crisis. The numbers of cruise passengers grew between 2007 and 2011 at an average annual rate of 10.8% and 1,765,838 cruise 
passengers in 2007 to 2,657,244 in 2011. Since 2011 the trend has been more stable. 

The following graphs and tables have been extracted from this case study for ease of reference: 
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Detailed Passenger trend analysis

As can be seen from the passenger analysis (PAX) graphs for the comparable islands reviewed, there has been a consistent
increase in cruise passenger numbers visiting all of the considered UK and Channel Island ports over the last 5 years. Early
indications are that this increase in passenger numbers is expected to continue to rise based on 2018 cruise ship schedules
that we have viewed as part of our desktop analysis.

This increase in passenger numbers is also reflective of a growing cruise ship industry – further work in respect of the cruise
industry has been performed Section 8 “Cruise ship new builds and UK market analysis”.

The analysis of port facilities also shows that ports which have a larger berth have higher cruise passenger numbers.

With one exception, being Guernsey, which has the largest number of passengers overall in terms of the islands considered
by us. This is despite there being no berth for cruise ships. Passengers are required to tender to the quayside in St Peter
Port in order to visit the town centre. It is thought that the reason passengers are more willing to tender in Guernsey than
in other comparable Islands, is due to the onshore VAT advantages they experience in terms of retail activities.

A VAT arrangement exists in Guernsey whereby there is no VAT payable by the cruise ships in Guernsey, as it is not part of 
the EU. They are also able to open their duty free shops on board and gain considerable revenue 
Source: http://guernseypress.com/news/2017/01/27/even-more-cruise-ships-to-sail-our-way/#2sYSJ4fMQgpuXXGA.99

Although geographically Jersey is positioned well to attract Guernsey passengers, research suggests that cruise ships are
unable to berth in Jersey, and the tendering time is 1 hour from the cruise ship to the nearest quayside. This is due to the
water levels being very low around the main ports in Jersey. Cruise ship itinerary managers do not generally plan visits
where such a long tender to port is required, as such there are only a handful of scheduled cruise ship visits to Jersey in
2017.

Section Summary
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Validate British Cruise Ship Trends

In order to validate British Cruise Ship trends, we have considered the
following:

 Passenger trends in comparable islands in the UK and Channel Islands;

 Passenger trends in neighbouring British ports

 Cruise ship builds and market increase

 Vessel size analysis

Comparable islands ports analysed include:

 Orkney Islands

 Shetland Islands

 Jersey 

 Guernsey

 Isle of Mull 

 Faroe Isles

 Isle of Man 

The above ports were selected due to their geographical location, similarities 
to the Isle of Man, being Islands and places with similar historic interest. 

UK Ports analysed include:

 Liverpool 

 Belfast

 Dublin 

 Greenock

The above major UK ports were selected for analysis due to 
their geographical location being near to the Isle of Man. 

Most of the current UK cruises on offer to the comparable 
islands will pass through either Liverpool, Belfast, Dublin or 
Greenock. The Isle of Man is perfectly positioned to between all 
of these ports, meaning it may be possible to piggy-back onto 
existing cruises passing by to increase the IOM’s incoming 
passenger numbers. 
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Passenger Growth trends

IOM Deep Water Berth

Cruise Passenger Growth Trend – comparable islands

• Our review of trends over the last 5 years for the comparable 
islands, being Orkney, Shetland, the Faroe Isles, Isle of Mull, 
Jersey and Guernsey has demonstrated that these locations 
have also experienced significant growth in passenger numbers. 

• Orkney has experienced the largest absolute increase in 
passenger numbers since 2013, increasing passenger numbers
from 50,765 in 2013 to expected passenger numbers of 136,758 
in 2017.

• This growth in Orkney is as a result of Orkney building a deep
water berth, which is the largest in Scotland, measuring 385m in 
length with a 10.5m draft. 

Cruise Passenger Growth Trend – Isle of Man 

Our desk top review of the recent cruise passenger numbers to the 
Isle of Man has found that overall cruise passenger numbers have 
increased in numbers from 3,253 in 2004 to 9,756 (estimated) in 
2017. The increase in passenger numbers is due to more vessels
visiting the Isle of Man. In 2004, it is estimated based on current
average passenger numbers that approximately 9 vessels visited
the Isle of Man. In 2017, there are 28 planned cruise calls as at May 
2017, and it is possible that more cruises could call at short notice, 
but this is unlikely given market feedback that cruise companies like
to plan their itineraries sometimes up to 2 or 3 years in advance. 

Cruise Passenger Growth – Neighbouring UK Ports Cruise Passenger Growth Trend – World stage

• General passenger numbers in the world cruise industry have 
increased from 17.8m in 2009 to 25.3m (estimated) passengers
in 2017. 

• This trend in growth is expected to continue to rise as more 
younger adults are now cruising. 

• We have reviewed the numbers of passengers travelling through
Liverpool, Belfast, Dublin, and Greenock. 

• Most of the cruise ships using Liverpool and Belfast feature on 
the comparable islands itineraries, with the exception of some of 
the very large cruise ships such as the Queen Mary II.

• As explained further in the review of the neighbouring port 
developments, Liverpool, Belfast and Dublin have all recently
either improved their cruise port facilities or have plans to do so. 
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Passenger analysis – Comparable Islands

The estimated passenger numbers (“PAX”) for 2017 has
been formed based on publically available information,
being the published 2017 cruise ship schedules in each of
the below ports, extracted during April 2017.

Where PAX was not included on the cruise ship schedule, we
have collated information in respect of the size of the
vessels, and maximum passenger capacity to form an
expectation of PAX. Data in respect of the previous 4 years’
PAX figures has been obtained from press releases and
annual reports prepared by the ports and local areas. The
graphs on the following page show the trend in passenger
numbers by location.

N.B. we have considered passenger only numbers, exclusive
of crew in the figures in the table.

Additionally, prior year data has not been readily obtainable
for the Isle of Mull and Jersey cruise passenger numbers.
However, based on the low volume of cruise ship visits and
passengers to these two destinations, we do not consider
them to be the best comparison ports for the Isle of Man in
terms of long term passenger growth.

Destination 2017 
EST. PAX

2016 
PAX

2015 
PAX

2014
PAX

2013 
PAX

Orkney 136,758 97,000 80,000 63,829 50,765

Shetland 69,734 50,723 50,500 43,273 26,648

Isle of Mull 6,060 Unavailable Unavailable Unavailable Unavailable

Guernsey 177,179 130,000 123,000 105,000 113,380

Jersey 5,420 Unavailable Unavailable Unavailable Unavailable

Faroe Isles 43,198 29,423 43,805 50,304 44,900

Isle of Man 9,756 5,468 5,375 2,823 6,036

Island port Est PAX 
2017

No of 
cruise 

ship
visits

Average no 
of PAX per

visit 
(rounded)

Orkney 136,758 140 977

Shetland 69,734 82 850

Isle of Mull 6,060 11 551

Guernsey 177,179 131 1,353

Jersey 5,420 11 493

Faroe Isles 43,198 48 900

Isle of Man 9,756 28 348

As can be seen in the left hand table, although the Isle of Man is experiencing high
volumes of cruise ship visits in relation to Jersey and the Isle of Mull, the other islands
are attracting larger vessel sizes and are therefore experiencing higher volumes of
passengers per visit on average.

It is also noted that Guernsey is also experiencing more passengers per annum than
Orkney, however, less overall vessel visits, meaning vessel sizes are likely to be larger
on average in Guernsey than Orkney.

Copies of the cruise ship schedules used to create an expectation of current year
passenger numbers have been included in Appendix 4.
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Neighbouring UK Ports – Passenger and vessel analysis 

UK Port Est PAX 2017 Total no of 
cruise ship 

calls

Average size 
cruise ship 

(m)

No of vessels
>240m LOA

% of vessels
<240m 

Liverpool 66,647 47 216.84 8 83%

Belfast 119,533 89 204.59 28 69%

Dublin 169,069 134 199.49 40 70%

Greenock 103,799 58 218.33 27 53%
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A review of the 2017 cruise schedules for Liverpool, Belfast, Dublin
and Greenock cruise ports has been undertaken to establish the
number of vessels passing through these ports, the number of
passengers, and the length of the vessels.

The review of the cruise schedules highlighted that a large proportion
of the cruise ships passing through these ports are also travelling to
the comparable islands as part of UK cruise tours.

The vessel length analysis undertaken (LOA) has highlighted that in
terms of the size of vessels passing through these ports, the majority
of vessels were below 240m long. Greenock was an exception to this
rule, with nearly half of the vessels being over 240m.
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Neighbouring UK Ports – Vessel number and average vessel size 
analysis 
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Average size of cruise ship (in metres) in comparison to 

number of cruise ships passing through the UK ports

Total no cruise ships Average size cruise ship (m)

As can be seen in the graph, the average size of the 
cruise ships sits at approximatelyy 209m across the 
4 UK Ports that were reviewed. Length of Vessel has 
been further analysed in the “Vessel Length 
Analysis” section of this report. 

This average length is fairly consistent despite the 
variations in the numbers of vessels passing 
through the UK ports. 

It is noted that the average vessel size, being 209m 
is encroaching on the estimated maximum vessel 
length (210m) which could be berthed on a 240m 
long berth. 
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Assuming no berth is built, the expected growth in terms of numbers of passengers is expected to continue to rise at 
an average growth rate of 7% for the first 10 years, followed by an estimated 0.5% until year 50. This would result 
in an estimated number of passengers of 23,429 by 2067. A full passenger forecast for 50 years can be found within 
the NPV calculation schedule in Appendix 1. 

Expected passenger growth – “do nothing” – 50 year forecast 
methodology

# Passenger growth assumptions

• We have assumed that by year 10, based on the number of vessels currently cruising in the comparable islands (a total of 91 – see Appendix 
2), that of those vessels, 80% of the 30 vessels less than 150m in length will visit the Isle of Man, and 40% of the 36 vessels less than 240m 
but greater than 150m will visit the Isle of Man. Total of 38 vessels when rounded. 

• The 38 vessels expected times by the current year average passengers of 350 (rounded), multiplied by the average number of visits per 
vessel, being 1.5, gives an expected number of passengers of 19,950 by year 10.

• Historical experience shows the average passenger growth rate is around 8.816% (see page 47). To reflect the reducing pool of cruise ships 
within the market willing to tender, we have used a lower percentage growth of 7% for the first 10 years in our forecast passenger numbers. 
This would then give passengers of 19,192 in year 10. 

• Thereafter, we have assumed an increase of 0.5% for years 11 – 50. This is due to the fact that it is expected that the cruise market will 
continue to rise, however, as ship builds are getting larger in size, this growth is likely to be limited. 

# Average passengers per vessel assumptions

• We have assumed that the average passenger numbers 
per vessel will also increase by 1% year on year up to 
year 50, reflecting the general trend in cruise ship vessel 
sizes getting larger. 

# Average vessel assumptions

• We have assumed that the estimated passengers, divided by the average 
passenger reflects the number of expected vessel visits. 

• Thereafter, we have assumed that if no berth was built, and nothing further 
was done to improve the existing Queen Victoria Pier, that there would be an 
average number of cancelled visits of 15% due to the weather and 
operational delays at other ports causing a knock on effect to the Isle of Man 
visits. We understand that as there is no larger berth, where these delays 
occur, captains generally will miss out a port with no/inadequate berthing 
facilities in favour of a larger berth and port.  
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Assuming an extension is built to the existing Queen Victoria Pier in Douglas, the expected growth in terms of numbers 
of passengers is expected to continue to rise at an average growth rate of 13.5% for the first 10 years, followed by an 
estimated 0.5% until year 50. This would result in an estimated number of passengers of 42,254 by 2067. A full 
passenger forecast for 50 years can be found within the NPV calculation schedule in Appendix 1. 

Expected passenger growth – 240m berth – 50 year forecast methodology

# Passenger growth assumptions

• We have assumed that by year 10, based on the number of vessels currently cruising in the comparable islands (a total of 91 – see Appendix 2), 
that of those vessels, at most approximately 60% of the 30 vessels less than 150m in length will visit the Isle of Man, and at most approximately 
60% of the 36 vessels less than 240m but greater than 150m will visit the Isle of Man. This gives a total of 40 vessels when rounded. The 60% 
assumptions are based on the fact that feedback from the cruise operators is that tendering is not a preferred option for cruise ships and their 
passengers.

• The 40 vessels expected multiplied by the current year average passenger numbers per vessel of 583, multiplied by the average number of visits 
per vessel, being 1.5, gives an expected number of passengers of 34,980 by year 10. 583 has been used as the average number of passengers 
per vessel less than 240m in length (see Appendix 2), based on the analysis performed on the existing 91 vessels cruising to the comparable 
islands. 

• Historical experience shows the average passenger growth rate in the do nothing scenario is around 8.816% (see page 47). To reflect the 
increased pool of cruise ships larger than 150m and less than 240m which may be willing to visit the Isle of Man and use the 240m berth (or 
possibly tender if required due to weather conditions), we have assumed an expected growth rate in passenger numbers over 10 years of 13.5%. 
This would then give forecast passengers of 34,612 in year 10. 

• Thereafter, we have assumed an increase of 0.5% for years 11 – 50. This is due to the fact that it is expected that the cruise market will continue 
to grow, however, as ship builds are getting larger in size, this growth is likely to be limited as most ship builds are being built larger than 240m 
(see section 8).

# Average passengers per vessel assumptions

• We have assumed that the average passenger 
numbers per vessel will also increase by 1% year on 
year up to year 50, reflecting the general trend in 
cruise ship vessel sizes getting larger. 

# Average vessel assumptions

• We have assumed that the estimated passengers, divided by the average passenger 
reflects the number of expected vessel visits. 

• Thereafter, we have assumed that if an extension to the existing Queen Victoria Pier 
was built, that there would be an average number of cancelled visits of 15% due to 
the weather and operational delays at other ports causing a knock on effect to the 
Isle of Man port visits. We understand from the Isle of Man Shipping Association, 
that at present vessels can experience difficulty berthing on the existing 150m 
Queen Victoria Pier due to the wind direction and the depth of the draft, and 
operational delays can still affect a captain’s decision as to whether to miss out a 
port in favour of a larger berth and port.  
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Assuming a new 450m berth is built adjacent to the Alexander Pier in Douglas, the expected growth in terms of numbers of 
passengers is expected to continue to rise at an average growth rate of 25.0% for the first 10 years, followed by an estimated 5% 
for 5 years, 4% for 5 years,3% for 10 years, and then 0.5% thereafter until year 50. This would result in an estimated number of
passengers of 209,497 by 2067. A full passenger forecast for 50 years can be found within the NPV calculation schedule in 
Appendix 1. 

Expected passenger growth – for both a 450m (caisson) and 450m 
(concrete) berth – 50 year forecast methodology

# Passenger growth assumptions

• We have assumed that by year 10, based on the number of vessels currently cruising in the comparable islands (a total of 91 – see Appendix 
2), that of those 91 vessels, 60% of these vessels will include the Isle of Man in their cruise itineraries. Resulting in an expected 54 vessels 
when rounded. 

• The 54 vessels expected times by the current year average passengers of 1,135 these 91 vessels, multiplied by the average number of visits 
per vessel, being 1.5, gives an expected number of passengers of 92,935 by year 10. 1,135 has been used as the average number of
passengers per vessel based on the analysis performed on the existing 91 vessels cruising to the comparable islands. 

• Historical experience shows the average passenger growth rate in the do nothing scenario is around 8.816% (see page 47). To reflect the 
increased pool of cruise ships larger than 150m and up to 400m in length which may be willing to visit the Isle of Man, we have assumed an 
expected growth rate in passenger numbers over 10 years of 25%. This would then give forecast passengers of 90,860 in year 10. 

• Thereafter, an assumed growth rate of 5% for years 11 – 15, 4% for years 16 – 20 year, 3% 10 years up to year 30, and 0.5% for 20 years 
until year 50 has been applied. This growth forecast is based on the fact that the UK cruise market is expected to continue to grow, ship builds 
are getting larger in size, it is likely that a larger berth would experience higher overall increased passenger numbers if the captive market 
includes the Isle of Man on their itineraries. The growth rate has been stepped as it is expected that more cruise operators will build the IOM 
into their itineraries in the earlier years, when the IOM is a newer cruise destination to offer their passengers.   

# Average passenger per vessel assumptions

• We have assumed that the average passenger 
numbers will increase by 1% year on year up to year 
50, reflecting the general trend in cruise ship vessel 
sizes getting larger. 

# Average vessel assumptions

• We have assumed that the estimated passengers, divided by the average 
passenger reflects the number of expected vessel visits. 

• Thereafter, we have assumed that if a new 450m berth was built, that there 
would be an average number of cancelled visits of 2% due to the weather and 
any operational delays at other ports causing a knock on effect to the Isle of 
Man visits. The lower % of cancelled visits is due to the fact that the weather is 
no longer considered to be such a problem for bigger vessels and bigger berths, 
and also due to the proposed location of the 450m berths as opposed to the 
240m berth. As such, we would only expect operational delays to occur where a 
captain may miss out a port to catch up on time, rather than due to the berthing 
facilities on offer.  
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Passenger spend and harbour port prices
Section Summary

• We have calculated an average of £44.48 as the average passenger gross spend in the economy per head. Of the 
£44.48, £11.93 is considered to represent the direct exchequer benefit. As such, the £11.93 figure has been used in the 
NPV calculations in section 4. The calculation is based on the current offerings in the Isle of Man and the neighbouring UK 
and Channel Islands offerings. 

• This amount of £11.93 has not been increased in our NPV calculations in Section 4, other than for basic inflation at 2.3% 
(per April 2017). It is possible that this amount could be increased if the Isle of Man offerings to cruise passengers were 
enhanced.

• It is noted when reviewing comparable ports pricing structure, that the majority of harbour port fees are based on Gross 
Tonage (GRT). 

• Orkney has the highest pricing structure of all comparable ports reviewed when reviewing based on a vessel <240m and 
>240m.

• It has been assumed in the NPV calculations in Section 4 that the IOM would follow a similar pricing structure to that 
which Orkney follows. 
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Passenger Gross Spend Analysis
We have obtained the average passenger gross spends from a number of reports, including historic Isle of Man figures, 
other comparable islands and Rest of World (ROW) from 2012 - 2015, resulting in an calculated average gross spend of 
£44.48 which has been used in our NPV calculations.

Assumptions

• Expected spend includes money spent on excursions, restaurants, bars, watches & jewellery, clothing, internet & 
telephone, other retail, local crafts & souvenirs, museum entrance fees, entertainment, nightclubs and casino spend. 

• Although there appears to be scope for higher average gross spend per passenger, when taking into account the 
ROW countries averages; an average of £44.48 based on British & Channel Islands spend is deemed more 
appropriate for forecasting revenue, given the similar economic factors and on shore activities available.

Limitations

• This is not a comprehensive review of all comparable ports data and therefore the average may be skewed by the 
limited population range. 

Source Location, Date Curr. Curr. Rate GBP Source Link

Treasury Report Isle of Man 2013 39.00      GBP -          39.00         Hard Copy

Treasury Report European Average 89.00      EUR 1.18        75.42         Hard Copy

2012 Cruise Analysis Report Carr bean 2012 95.92      USD 1.29        74.36         Hard Copy

Online Article - Travel Weekly British Ports 2014 100.00    GBP -          100.00       

 http://w w w .travelw eekly.co.uk/articles/49346/cruise-passenger-spend-in-

british-ports-increases-by-10

2015 Cruise Analysis Report Carr bean 2015 103.83    USD 1.29        80.49         http://w w w .f-cca.com/dow nloads/2015-cruise-analysis-volume-1.pdf

Neptumar report 2016 Isle of Man 2016 34.00      GBP -          34.00         Hard Copy

Neptumar report 2017 Isle of Man 2017 59.13      GBP -          59.13         Hard Copy

Orkney Presentation Orkney 2016 55.18      GBP -          55.18         Hard Copy

BBC news article on GSY GSY 2015 32.00      GBP -          32.00         http://w w w .bbc.co.uk/new s/w orld-europe-guernsey-34713416

GP Wild Report Kirkall 2007 56.11      EUR 1.18 47.55         

http://w w w .orkneyharbours.com/pdfs/economic_benefit_of_cruise_to_orkn

ey.pdf

CLIA 2015 Europe 2015 62.00      EUR 1.18 52.54         Hard Copy

Average 59.06         

Average British & Channel Islands 44.48         
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Passenger net exchequer benefit

Assumptions:

• Based on discussions with Carl Hawker, and based on the previous work performed by the Treasury in deriving a gross passenger direct 
spend and a net exchequer benefit per passenger, we have used the net exchequer benefit figure derived in 2013 as a basis for estimating 
a current net exchequer benefit. To estimate the current net exchequer benefit, we have applied a 3 year inflationary rate to the 2013 net 
exchequer benefit figure of £11.14, to give £11.93 as an estimated current net exchequer benefit per passenger amount. 

• It was estimated by the Treasury that the gross direct passenger spend in 2013 was £39.40 per passenger, with a resultant £11.14 net 
exchequer benefit per passenger. The £11.14 was 28% of the gross passenger spend amount in 2013. The current exchequer benefit 
estimate of £11.93 per passenger represents 26% of the estimated 2017 gross spend per passenger. 

• It is understood following discussions with Carl Hawker, that the “Other Exchequer benefits” of £4.65 within the original £11.14 derived, 
accounted for other direct and indirect benefits experienced by the Island as a result of cruise passenger business. 

Limitations:

• A review of current Manx National Heritage and Railway rates has been undertaken, however it has not been possible to confirm with 
certainty the previous charges applied to cruise passengers and therefore the uplift in charges since 2013, as it is understood that bookings 
for cruise passengers can be at different rates to the general public. 

• It has not been possible to obtain any comparable indirect benefit information from comparable ports. 
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Harbour port price analysis – Comparable Islands
We have obtained the port harbour charges from the relevant Islands’ port websites. A summary of the charges has been
included below:

Location Anchorage/Tendering Pier/Berthing Passenger Fees In and Out of Port Boarding and Landing Charges

Orkney
£0.20 

(per GRT)
£0.31

(per GRT)
£1.30 - £1.50

(per passenger, depending

on where berthing)

£150 for Vessels up to 4,000 
GRT

£1.60 per 100 GRT in excess

£200 for Vessels up to 4,000 GRT
£1.60 per 100 GRT in excess

Shetland
£0.068

(per GRT)
£0.135
(per GRT)

£0.83 - £1.65 
(per passenger,

child/adult price each 
way)

£141.05 - £1,872.16
(incremental increases per 

10,000 GRT)

£190.01 - £326.45 (incremental 
increases per 10,000 GRT)

Guernsey
£0.06

(per GRT, up to a maximum of £1,515)
£0.85 (per passenger, 

plus £1.50 ISPS)
£0.2511

(per GRT up to 2,000 maximum GRT, minimum due of £200)

Jersey

£37.10 - £132.50
(incrementally increasing by 
GRT, subject to cap at 5,000 

GRT)

£9.60 <30m vessels
£14.42 >30m vessels

£2.13 
(per passenger, plus 

£3.98 ISPS)

£2.57 - £4.69
(depending on length in metres and 

time of day)

£102.82 
(fixed fee per vessel)

Faroe Isles None noted None noted None noted
1100 DKK (£121) - 1900 DKK (£209) 

(per hour, incrementally increasing by GRT, minimum 2 hours)

Isle of Man
£798.45

(fixed fee – per vessel)
(N.B. increased 1 May 2017 to £808.11)

£0.50
(per passenger)

£300 for Vessels up to 1000GRT
£20 per 1000 GRT in excess

£500 

Dublin
After 7 days EUR 0.44 per 

ton per day.

EUR 200
(minimum plus 0.18 

EUR per GRT)
None Noted

EUR 280 (£237) - EUR 2,273 (£1,926) 
(incremental increases per GRT)

Belfast Charges on application

£27.88 - £781.16 
(incrementally 

increasing by 1,000 
GRT) 

None Noted
£139.60 - £799.03 

(incremental increases per 5,000 
GRT)

£81.62 - £321.2
(incremental increases per 5,000 

GRT)
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Harbour port price analysis – Comparable Islands

Location Total Costs for a <240m vessel Total Costs for a >240m vessel

Orkney

Berthing Fee: 20,061 * £0.31 = £6,218.91

Passenger Fee: 583 * £1.40 = £816.20

Pilotage Fees: £150*2 + [1.60 * (20,061 – 4,000)/100)] + £200 + [(1.60 

* (20,061 – 4,000)/100] = £863.95

£7,899.06

Berthing Fee: 94,353 * £0.31 = £29,249.43

Passenger Fee: 2,593 * £1.40 = £3,630.20

Pilotage Fees: £150*2 + [1.60 * (94,353 – 4,000)/100)] + £200 + 

[(1.60 * (94,353 – 4,000)/100] = £3,391.29

£36,270.29

Shetland

Berthing Fee: 20,061 * £0.135 *60% = £1,624.94

Tendering Fee: 20,061 * £0.068 * 40% = £545.66

Passenger Fee: 583 * £1.24 = £722.92

Pilotage Fees: £494.29*2 + £326.45 

£4,208.95

Berthing Fee: 94,353 * £0.135 = £12,737.66

Passenger Fee: 2,593 * £1.24 = £3,215.32

Pilotage Fees: £1,766.17*2 + £326.45

£19,811.62

Guernsey

Berthing/Tendering Fee: 20,061 * £0.06 = £1,203.66

Passenger Fee: 583 * £0.85 = £495.55

Pilotage Fee: £502.20*2

£2,703.61

Berthing Fee: 94,353 * £0.06 = £5,661.18

Passenger Fee: 2,593 * £0.85 = £2,204.05

Pilotage Fee: £502.20*2

£8,869.63

Jersey

Tendering Fee: £132.50 

Passenger Fee: 583 * £2.13 = £1,241.79

Pilotage Fee: (£3.12 *142.54)*2 + £102.82 = £992.26

£2,366.55

Tendering Fee: £132.50 

Passenger Fee:  * £2.13 = £495.55

Pilotage Fee: (£3.12 * 283.92)*2 + 102.82 = £1,874,48

£2,502.53

We have calculated what the estimate cost would be for a vessel <240m and a vessel >240m to visit each comparable island:
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Harbour port price analysis – Comparable Islands

Faroe Isles DKK 1400 per hour = £154 per hour (12 hours? * 154 = £1,848.18 

Pilotage only

DKK 1900per hour = £209 *12 = £2,508

Pilotage only

Isle of Man

Tendering Fee: £798.45

Passenger Fee: £0.50 *583 = £291.50

Pilotage Fees: £500*2 + £300 + (20,061 -1000)/1000 * £20 = 

£1,681.22

£2,771.17

Tendering Fee: £798.45

Passenger Fee: £0.50 *2,593 = £1,296.50

Pilotage Fees: £500*2 + £300 + (94,353 -1000)/1000 * £20 

£4,462.01

Dublin

Berthing Fee: 200 + (0.18 * 20,061) *60% = EUR2,366.58

Tendering Fee (after 7 days assume less than) = £0

Passenger Fee: None

Pilotage Fee: EUR 1,308*2

EUR 4,982

Berthing Fee: 200 + (0.18 * 94,353) = EUR 17,183.54

Tendering Fee (after 7 days assume less than) = £0

Passenger Fee: None

Pilotage Fee: EUR 2,273*2

EUR 21,729.94 

Belfast 

Berthing/Tendering ISPS Fee: £524.49

Passenger Fee: None

Pilotage Fee: £799.03*2 + £321.27 

£2,968.31

Berthing/Tendering ISPS Fee: £781.16

Passenger Fee: None

Pilotage Fee: £799.03*2 + (94,353-20,000)/10,000 * 540.69

+ £321.27 + (94,353-20000)/10,000 * £160.78 

£5,724.95

Location Total Costs for a <240m vessel Total Costs for a >240m vessel
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Harbour port price analysis – Comparable Islands

The following sources have been used to obtain the harbour port prices for each port:

Source

http://orkneyharbours.com/pdfs/schedule_of_charges_2017.pdf

http://www.lerwick-harbour.co.uk/assets/files/2017%20LPA%20Charges%20Book.pdf

http://www.harbours.gg/CHttpHandler.ashx?id=105576&p=0

http://www.ports.je/SiteCollectionDocuments/ID%20Commercial%20Tariff%20Brochure%2020150105%20KW.pdf

http://www.skipaeftirlitid.fo/get.file?ID=12372

https://www.gov.im/media/1356390/harbour-duesandcharges-regulations2017.pdf (page 17 of the document)

http://www.dublinport.ie/wp-content/uploads/2016/09/2016 Pilotage Charges 1.0.pdf

https://www.belfast-harbour.co.uk/documents/

Location

Orkney

Shetland

Guernsey

Jersey

Faroe Isles

Isle of Man

Dublin

Belfast 

Assumptions used within the calculation:

• Average Gross Tonnage of a vessel <240m = 20,061

• Average Gross Tonnage of a vessel > 240 = 94,353

• Average Passenger Numbers of a vessel <240m = 583

• Average Passenger Numbers of a vessel >240m = 2,593

• We have assumed that 100% vessels will berth in Orkney given our knowledge from discussions with 
Peter Bamford, Neptumar.

• We have assumed that 100% vessels will tender in Jersey as there is no berthing facility. 

• For all other locations we have assumed that for vessels below 240m, 40% will tender and 60% will 
berth.

• Pilotage fees – (in and out) - have been multiplied by two as it is assumed that the fee is for one 
journey.
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Vessel analysis

Our review highlighted that of the 91 vessels currently visiting the comparable islands, 25 of these vessels were greater than
240m in length (27%).

If a 450m berth were constructed, it would be able to take all of these vessels, as the maximum vessel length was found to
be 333m (MSC Preziosa).

A 240m berth, allowing 15m either side of the vessel (front and back), would mean that the maximum length of vessel that
would be able to be taken is estimated to be around 210m. Based on 210m being the largest size vessel the 240m berth
could take, this would mean 36 of the 91 vessels would be too large for the berth.

In Section 8, Cruise Ship New Builds and Market Analysis, it can be seen that of the cruise companies which are currently
sending the 91 vessels to the comparable islands, their new builds are being built bigger than the existing vessel lengths.

As such, from a future proofing point of view, it is possible that a 240m berth could be outgrown by the vessels over time,
whereas a 450m berth would be able to berth all of the current and the planned builds.

Additionally, an age analysis has been performed, see Appendix 2. This age analysis demonstrates that the smaller vessels
below 240m in length have an average age of 26 years, and the vessels over 240m in length have an average age of 12
years. Research suggests that passenger cruise ships are built to last for around 30 years, although some may last longer if
well maintained.

Older vessels are generally scrapped, and the trend is that they are generally replaced with bigger vessels. Of the review of
planned builds, it can be seen that with the exception of the mega and expedition yachts, the length of the cruise ships
being built start at 198m and range up to 340m.

Section Summary
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Average length of vessels visiting comparable islands

Island
port

Est 
PAX 

2017

No of 
cruise 

ship
visits

Average size 
of cruise ship 

(m)

No of 
vessel 

>240m 
LOA

No of 
vessels
<240m 

LOA

% of 
vessel 

<240m

Orkney 136,758 140 172.46 32 108 77%

Shetland 69,734 82 174.38 11 71 87%

Isle of Mull 6,060 11 199.95 0 11 100%

Guernsey 177,179 131 196.89 49 82 63%

Jersey 5,420 11 161.37 0 11 100%

Faroe Isles 43,198 48 182.46 8 40 83%

Isle of Man 9,756 28 149.82 0 28 100%

As can be seen in the table, the Isle of Man has the
smallest average size of visiting vessels at the moment
when compared to neighbouring islands. This is likely
due to the types of cruises the Isle of Man is currently
attracting, which are specific themes, such as Celtic
Coastlines, Summer in the Isles etc. A lot of these
visiting cruises are currently expedition yachts due to
the tendering issues faced by the Isle of Man. We have
performed an analysis of current cruises visiting the IOM
in Section 8.

The Isle of Mull experienced the highest average vessel
sizes, due to predominantly two vessels visiting, being
Boudicca and Black Watch, both of which are 205m
vessels.
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Summary of vessels visiting comparable islands (continued)

The graph on the previous page shows the cross-section of the 91 vessels
which visit the comparable islands at the moment.

Of these 91 vessels cruising around the British Isles to the comparable
islands, 18 of these vessels are already visiting the IOM. Some of these 18
vessels are in fact doing multiple visits, resulting in a total of 28 port calls
in 2017 to the Isle of Man (N.B. Appendix 4 shows 27 scheduled visits,
however a further vessel included the IOM in its itinerary per Neptumar).
These 18 vessels account for 20% of the current cruise ships in the market.

Of the current list of cruise ships visiting the IOM, as 9 of them are less
than 150m long, and according to discussions with the DOI, cruise ships
less than 150m can already berth alongside the existing Queen Victoria
Pier, meaning passengers are able to directly disembark from the cruise
ship on to dry land and straight into the Sea Terminal building. There are
21 more vessels which are currently not visiting the IoM which would be
able to dock on the existing Queen Victoria Pier if this is correct, and no
tender would be necessary.

The analysis of the existing 91 vessels cruising in the British Isles set out
below, shows that approximately a third of these visiting vessels are less
than 150m long in length. Of these 30 vessels which are less than 150m
long, 9 of them are already stopping at least once in the Isle of Man.

The remaining 21 vessels which are less than 150m long could be targeted
now as they could berth directly on the Queen Victoria Pier.

Opportunity

LOA No. 
already 
visiting 

IOM 

Remaining
opportunity 

Total % Already 
visiting IOM 

>240m 0 25 25 0%

150m –
240m

9 27 36 25%

<150m 9 21 30 30%

Total 18 73 91 20%

“Le Soleal”, Douglas Bay 3 May 2017, photo credit: Tiaan Burger, Delo tte Isle of Man 

The 150m – 240m category highlighted 27 vessels that could
potentially tender in the bay if the cruise companies would be
willing to tender, along with the other 25 vessels that are greater
than 240m long. However, feedback from the cruise companies is
that passengers do not like to tender, and tenders can cause
uncertainty where the weather is unfavourable, and can lead to
missed port calls.

We have used this data in relation to the market opportunities
that exist for our NPV calculations (See section 4) to further
analyse the expected additional number of vessels which would
potentially visit the IOM if:

• No further berths were built;
• a 240m berth is constructed; and
• if there was a berth of 450m, either a concrete or a caisson

structure.
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Cruise ship new build and UK market analysis

We noted that an increase in the size of new builds has been gradually increasing year on year, which in turn has lead to
increased expectation in passenger numbers. In 2017, 25.3m passengers are expected to cruise globally, this has grown
substantially from 17.8m total global passengers in 2009.

Based on the analysis of the cruise companies which already visit the comparable islands, we have noted that the new build
cruise ships range in size from 198m to 340m, excluding the expedition and mega yachts, which are inherently smaller in
size. The new build expedition and mega yachts are also increasing in size compared to the yachts they are replacing.

The average size of the new build cruise ships based on the table within this section (excluding mega and expedition yachts)
is 280m. Including the expedition yachts and mega yachts, this gives an overall average of 248m.

Expedition yachts are becoming increasingly more popular, and could be a market which the IOM could tap into more,
particularly if there are no berths built, as most of these vessels are small enough to fit on the existing 150m Queen Victoria
Pier and the type of passengers which these expeditions attract, tend to be more willing to tender as they consider it to be
part of the overall experience.

A review of market share shows Carnival and Royal Caribbean dominate the cruise sector, dominating approximately 70% of
the market between them. Feedback from Carnival and Royal Caribbean, along with Disney, is positive in relation to the Isle
of Man as a new cruise destination.

Section Summary
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New cruise ship builds in the world market  

Research source: CruiseMapper and gCaptain.com

According to CruiseMapper.com, during the period 2015 –
2016, 17 new big cruise ships were launched, creating 
additional passenger capacity of over 41,000, representing 
a 9.1% industry growth, and an additional $3.4 billion in 
annual revenue. 

gCaptain.com announced MSC Cruise ships are planning to 
build 2 new mega cruise ships (scheduled for delivery in 
2017 and 2019), with an option for 2 more same class 
cruise ships. These mega cruise ships are represent an 
approximately $4.5 billion investment. This would mean 
MSC would have eleven next-generation new builds by 
2026. The new builds are liquefied natural gas (LNG) 
fuelled, with a passenger capacity of 6,300. 

gCaptain.com also reported that Carnival has also recently 
announced contracts with Italian shipbuilder Fincantieri to 
build five new cruise ships costing more than $3.4 billion. 
Delivery of those ships are scheduled for 2019 and 
2020. These are again LNG fuelled, with a passenger 
capacity of 6,600. 
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New builds – review of cruise companies already doing UK 
Cruises to the comparable islands we reviewed 
Research source: CruiseMapper and gCaptain.com

Cruise company Number of new 
builds

Launch period PAX LOA

AIDA Cruises 3 2017 - 2021 3,250 – 6,600 300m

Celebrity Cruises 4 2018 – 2022 2,900 306m

Crystal Cruises 5 2019 – 2022 1,000 (*mega yachts) 183m

Disney 2 2021 – 2023 2,500 340m  

Hanseatic Cruises 2 2019 230 (*expedition yachts) 138m 

Norwegian Cruise Line 8 (+ 2 optional) 2015 – 2027 3,300 - 4,200 333m

P & O Cruises 2 2019 - 2020 4,200 – 5,200 260m

Compagnie du Ponant 4 2018 - 2019 184 (*expedition yachts) 128m 

Princess Cruises 3 2017 – 2022 3,600 330m

TUI Cruises 3 2017 – 2019 2,500 – 2,900 293m -
295m

Seabourn Cruises 1 2018 604 198m

Silversea Cruises 1 2017 596 213m

Viking Cruises 2 2017 – 2018 944 227m
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New cruise trends in the world and UK Market – Expedition 
yachts
Research source: Charterworld.com

Extracts from Charterworld.com, expedition and luxury explorer yachts are a growing trend in the UK and the world cruise scene. 

“The key features and benefits of explorer yachts are:

 that their range for world cruising is unrivalled, enabling you to explore remote exotic areas of the globe unreachable by any other means.

 By their type and design explorer yachts are high volume with plenty of space. This makes them comfortable to live aboard during extended exploration cruising. 
Typically, both guest and crew accommodation is larger and more spacious. Essentially these yachts are designed and built (or rebuilt) with extended cruising 
specifically in mind, so living space and comfort is a distinct consideration. 

 Explorer yachts, especially luxury ones, are comfortable because they offer more space. They are also more stable in adverse conditions. At the same time they 
often have the same interior luxuries and stylish décor as a traditional superyacht as well as great deck space and Spa Pool etc.”

Source: https://www.noble-caledonia.co.uk/vessels/sea/hebridean-sky/

The Isle of Man already has a number of expedition yachts planning
visits during 2017 (Le Soleal, Hebridean Sky, Hebridean Princess, Star
Pride to name a few) . The expedition yacht market is a market we
consider to be worth exploring further for the Isle of Man if no cruise
ship berths are built in particular, as the explorer yachts generally
have a tender vessel of their own, and passengers of explorer yachts
generally view the tendering into port as part of the experience of
being on an explorer/expedition cruise, so they are more amenable to
the idea of tendering.

Additionally, explorer yachts are generally smaller in length than most
standard cruise ships, and can potentially berth on the existing Queen
Victoria Pier.

We enquired as to whether Le Soleal, which visited the Island twice
during May 2017 used the existing pier, as it was technically small
enough to berth on it. The captain apparently tried to berth on the
existing 150m Queen Victoria Pier on the first visit, but due to the
weather conditions he decided to tender, and did not attempt to use
the berth at all on the second visit.
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Indicative market share 

Research source: Finpro (2015 position) and Cruise industry news 
2016 – 2017 annual report

Source: https://www.slideshare.net/FinproRy/us-shipyards-
presentat on/

The market data pie chart has been created by Finpro, using data collected from World Cruise Industry. This is based on 2015 data of the
market share, and is based on revenue.

We have received some feedback care of the Isle of Man Department of Economic Development’s cruise consultants, Neptumar, from Royal
Caribbean, Carnival and Disney in terms of their likelihood of visiting the Isle of Man on their cruise itineraries if the Isle of Man were to build a
larger berth facility (see feedback later on in this section).

Since the 2015 position report of cruise company market share, the table below shows that Carnival has lost approximately 4% of its market
share to Royal Caribbean, however these two companies are still dominating the market overall.

Key: 

• RCL – Royal Caribbean Limited 

• NCL – Norwegian Cruise Line 

• MSC – MSC Cruises 

• TUI – Touristic Union Internation (Thomson Travel) 

Source: https://www.cruiseindustrynews.com/flip/cina16/#p=14
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CLIA Global Trend Review 2017 summary of findings

Cruise Industry Outlook - CLIA

CLIA predict the number of passengers expected to cruise 
globally during 2017 will be in the region of 25.3m.

Since 2009, the graph shows a steady increase in cruise 
passengers, representing a 42% increase in numbers of 
passengers cruising. 

CLIA has reported a rise in expedition cruises as well as 
general leisure cruises. 

Source: CLIA Cruise Industry Outlook 2017 (Dec 2016)
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Carnival UK 

Feedback from the cruise industry

“Cruising around the 
UK will be very big 
business inside 5 
years”

Chairman of Carnival UK, David Dingle 
CBE

Feedback care of Tim Davies, Royal 
Haskoning DHV
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Royal Caribbean 

Feedback from the cruise industry

“I met T.J. O’Sullivan (Sr. Manager, 
Commercial Development, Royal 
Caribbean Cruises, Ltd.)
by chance at Fort Lauderdale. He was 
enormously enthusiastic about the 
possibility of being able to bring his larger 
cruise ships to the Island and has an 
interest in the Isle of Man from a personal 
point of view, and also as a potential “new” 
destination for his Itinerary Planners. They 
are in the process of identifying new ports 
in the development phase of their next 
“batch” of itineraries.

This was possibly the easiest “sales pitch” 
ever – basically all we have to do for T.J. is 
offer him a berth to accommodate his 
ships. Planning wise, if he can bring them 
to us, he will.”

Royal Carribbean – feedback care of 
Seonad Duggan, Neptumar
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Feedback from the cruise industry
Other comments

Another quote from Carnival:

 “Finding new ports is not always easy and because of the size of our ships, the infrastructure has to be a certain size to give a

good experience, but if we could find attractive places closer together, we would be interested” – Carnival, Thornton

This backs up our findings which previously sent, stating that:

Fuel and distance are very important criteria in the itinerary planning process – the short steaming times available to cruise lines 
makes the Isle of Man the obvious choice for the larger ships calling in at the already very popular city destinations for cruise ships, 
of Liverpool, Belfast, Holyhead, Greenock (for Glasgow, Dublin (which can cater for up to 4 cruise vessels measuring max 300 m in 
length at any one time), etc, and represent a huge chunk of business currently by-passing the Isle of Man.

Interestingly, you would expect that these neighbouring ports would consider any deep sea berth developments close to them, 
competition. To the contrary, however, they are all most supportive – maybe something interesting to include within your 
report. The basis for the support comes from the fact that any additional vessels which may be attracted into the area, are 
considered an opportunity for the other neighbouring ports, not a threat. This support can be clearly evidenced by the recent visits 
of Michael Morrison of Orkney and Angie Redhead of Liverpool (both of whom are willing to return to offer more support). It can be 
further evidenced by the number of offers which have come directly to Neptumar since the start of the year, to meet with, and assist 
where possible, the Shipping Association, Government, developers, and any other relevant parties. This list includes T.J. O’Sullivan 
of Royal Caribbean (visiting in September); Michael McCarthy of Cove Harbour (currently developing an extended berth and an 
additional deep sea berth in Glenda Lough); Jens Skrede of Cruise Europe; Peter Wild Independent Consultant; Sonia Limbrick of 
Dover Ports and Ian McQuade of Portland Ports.

 I was speaking with Ian McQuade of Portland Harbour Authority at the Cruise Europe Conference in Bremerhaven recently, 
where he explained that they were extending the cruise berth to allow vessels of up to 340 m in length. He was quoted in the 
attached article as stating that this work would “future proof the port’s cruise business as the industry continues to 
grow”. See www.bbc.co.uk/news/uk-england-dorset-39564215

 When we met with Marc Miller, Director of Deployment & Itinerary Planning at Royal Caribbean Cruises in Fort Lauderdale, 
he confirmed that they are “very keen for us to forge ahead with developments” to allow them to bring their largest ships in 
to the Island. He has promised to forward all suggested plans for this on to his Captains and Technical Team for comment 
and to pass on the feedback to allow us to ensure that any developments will be adequate for their 
needs.

The following is an extract from an email received from Seonad Duggan, of Neptumar, the DED’s cruise 
consultants:
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IOM Cruise Ship Schedule 2017

Sample of cruise itineraries for current cruises visiting the IOM

We have reviewed the cruise schedule for 2017, and selected
a number of cruises, namely the cruise ships where multiple
visits are taking place, to consider the routes and tours being
offered at present by the cruise ship companies.

Ships we have considered are as follows:

Le Soleal

Hebridean Sky

Hebridean Princess

Silver Whisper

Silver Explorer

Wind Surf

The review has been a valuable exercise in terms of
highlighting where the Isle of Man can fit into excursions and
tours already on offer, and also in terms of its location from
an opportunity perspective in terms of slotting into routes
which it is not already included on.

A full page version of the Isle of Man cruise schedule can be
found in Appendix 4.
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“Hebridean Sky” – Noble Caledonia Cruises – Arriving in IOM 13 
May, 12 June and 26 August
Noble Caledonia Cruises is a UK cruise company, which currently includes the Isle of Man in
its “Summer in the Isles” cruise, which runs over a period of 15 days, and 14 nights.

This particular cruise is running three times on the following dates:

• 4 May 2017

• 3 June 2017

• 17 August 2017

“Arrive this morning on the Isle of Man and the main fishing port of Peel. Settlements have
been here since the Mesolithic Age and the island also claims to have the longest continuous
parliament which was founded in 979AD. This morning we will travel to Tynwald Hill, located
in the little village of St John’s. This grass topped, tiered hill is made from the soil and
stones from each of the island’s 17 parishes and is the point from which, each July 5th all
the laws enacted in the year preceding are promulgated to the gathered government
officials and the public at large, both in Manx and English languages. This process has been
a continuous procedure for well over a thousand years. We continue to Castletown and the
magnificent Castle Rushen, one of the best examples of a Medieval castle in Europe which
was the former seat of the Kings and Lords of Mann, with the castle’s oldest part dating back
to the time of Magnus, the last Norse King of Mann, who died here in 1266. We end our tour
at Castletown station and board the vintage steam train for a delightful and traditional
journey to Douglas. Dating from 1874, the Isle of Man Steam Railway is the island’s oldest
Victorian rail system and this narrow gauge railway still runs with its original locomotives

and carriages. Return to the vessel for lunch and enjoy an afternoon at leisure.”

An example itinerary is provided below:

Day 1 – Leith, Scotland
Day 2 – Scrabster, Scotland
Day 3 – Kirkwall, Orkney
Day 4 – Westray and Papa Westray
Day 5 – Unst & Fetlar, Shetland Isles
Day 6 – Lerwick, Sheltand Isles
Day 7 – Stornaway, Isle of Lewis

Day 8 – Canna & Muck, Outer Hebrides
Day 9 – Derry, Northern Ireland
Day 10 – Peel, Isle of Man
Day 11 – Holyhead, Wales
Day 12 – Waterford, Ireland
Day 13 – Isles of Scilly
Day 14 – Guernsey and Herm, Channel Isles
Day 15 – Portmouth
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“Hebridean Princess” – Hebridean Island Cruises – Arriving in 
IOM 29 June 2017
Hebridean Island Cruises is a Hebridean cruise company, which currently includes
the Isle of Man in its “Footloose through the Irish Sea” cruise, which runs over a
period of 7 days and 7 nights.

This particular cruise is running on the following date:

• 27 June

An example itinerary is provided below.

“The third Celtic nation beckons as we arrive in Peel and the Isle of Man’s
mythological sea god, Manannan, welcomes us to his fascinating kingdom and
guides us through its rich Celtic, Viking and maritime past. From Port St Mary we
travel by steam train to explore the ancient capital of Castletown whilst walkers
head off for a full day walk. Our final Manx visit is to the famous Laxey Wheel,
designed in 1854 by the Victorian engineer, Robert Casement, to pump water from
Glen Mooar, part of the Great Laxey Mines industrial complex.”

Hebridean Princess 
Source: http://www.hebridean.co.uk/en/photo-gallery_49142/ 
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“Silver Whisper” – Silversea Cruises – Arriving in IOM 29 May, 6 
June and 12 June 2017

Silversea Cruises currently includes the Isle of Man in its
“Southampton to Southampton” cruise, which runs over a
period of 12 days, and 11 nights.

This particular cruise is visiting the IOM on the following dates:

• 22 May 2017

• 6 June 2017

• 12 June 2017

An example itinerary is provided below:
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“Silver Explorer” – Silversea Cruises – Arriving in IOM 13 June

Silversea Cruises currently includes the Isle of Man in its “British
Isles” cruise, which runs over a period of 12 days, and 11 nights.

This particular cruise is running on the following dates:

• 8 June 2017

An example itinerary is provided below:
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“Wind Surf” – Windstar Luxury Cruises – Arriving in IOM 27 June

Wind Surf is one of the largest sailing cruise ships in the
world, and can carry up to 310 passengers, in a total of
154 staterooms, 31 ocean-view rooms and 122 deluxe
ocean view staterooms, along with a crew of 214.

Windstar Luxury Cruise Line currently includes the Isle of
Man in its “Edinburgh to Dublin” cruise, which runs over 9
days and 8 nights.

This particular cruise is calling at the IOM on the following
dates running on the following dates:

• 27 June 2017

• 9 September 2017

An example itinerary is provided below:
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Desktop review of neighbouring port development costs 

Current developments

http://www.belfasttelegraph.co.uk/news/northern-
ireland/full-steam-ahead-for-belfasts-cruise-ships-
9500-visitors-to-step-ashore-this-week-
35721999.html

Dublin Port has a EUR230m scheme in
place spanning over 5 years from
2015, to allow bigger containers and
cruise sips to enter its navigation
channel.

Dublin Port Company plan to
redevelop the Alexandra Basin to
include two berths for cruise ships of
up to 340m in length which will
accommodate ships that are
significantly larger than the current
maximum length of 300m.

A £15m investment by Belfast 
harbour has been made to develop 
a new terminal  The development 
comprises the construction of a 
340m long quay with mooring 
dolphins and associated dredging. 

As part of a £30m proposed 
investment, the government 
have proposed expansion of 
the ocean terminal which 
intends to significantly 
improve cargo and cruise 
berthing facilities. The 
expansion includes a new 
visitor centre.

http://creativecommons.org/l censes/by-sa/2.0

Liverpool Cruise Terminal 

Liverpool’s cruise terminal was built in
2008, and has been widely used with
effect from 2012 as a cruise start and
end port.

A £50m development of a new cruise
terminal facility on the River Mersey
has been commissioned by Liverpool
City Council.

More generally a £5.5bn development,
Liverpool Waters has been proposed
by Peel Group in the Vauxhall area of
Liverpool, regenerating the river side.

Photo: Queen Mary 2 in 2015 visiting
Liverpool.

Belfast City Cruise Terminal 

Dublin Cruise Terminal Greenock Cruise Terminal 

http://www.cruisemapper.com/ports/greenock-port-553

http://dublinportblog.com/wp-
content/uploads/2015/11/1236242_526019954118
897_824735355_n-1.jpg
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Analysis of Port Facilities – UK Ports

Destination Type of berth Size of berth Cost Funding

Liverpool Floating pontoon berth 
in Mersey. 

The original berth was restricted meaning only cruise 
vessels up to 180m long could berth on it. As such, this 
original berth is no longer used. 

Approximately 15 years ago, a dedicated floating berth 
was conceived by the City Council, which would cater for 
larger cruise vessels. The berth is in the Mersey river, 
hence a floating pontoon option was suitable as the tidal 
range is low. The cost was £16m, 15 years ago.

Plans are in progress at Liverpool to build a 3,500 
passenger terminal building. The estimated cost of this is 
£40m, including maritime infrastructure.  Therefore, 
realigning £15m at today’s rates would be approximately 
£22m, plus the £40m expected spend for the new 
terminal would mean the total costs for the overall cruise 
facilities would be in the region of around £62m.

Estimated cost is in 
the region of £62m 

Public

Dublin Existing gravity wall 
general cargo berth. 
Future development in 
progress to use the 
existing quay wall of the 
historical port. 

The current berth in Dublin can berth ships up to 300m 
in length. 

If the plans come to fruition, Dublin’s new port will be 
able to house vessels up to 340m in length.

http://dublinportblog.com/wp-
content/uploads/2015/11/Dublin Port Masterplan.pdf

£20m expected
upgrade cost

Public

Belfast Existing gravity wall 
general cargo berth. 
Future development in 
progress to use the 
existing quay wall of the 
historical port. 

Similar situation to Dublin exists. 

Planned developments, whereby hoping to increase 
future berth capacity to accommodate vessels up to 
340m in length. 

Estimated cost of 
new build £15m 

Public

Greenock Gravity structure quay 
wall.

Can berth vessels up to 340m long with a 10 metre draft. £5m Public

The above information has been compiled with some assistance from Tim Davies, Royal Haskoning DHV. 
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Analysis of Port Facilities – Comparable Islands

Destination Type of 
berth 

Size of berth 2017 EST. PAX

Orkney Fixed berth Orkney has three main berths are located at Kirkwall, within walking distance 
to the town centre, Hatston just outside Kirkwall where a complimentary 
shuttle bus is provide into town, and Stromness, Orkney’s second town all 
offer excellent berthing facilities for cruise ships with anchorage also popular 
in Kirkwall Bay.

Kirkwall has Scotland’s longest deep-water , commercial berth at Hatston
measuring 385 metres with a 10.5 metre draft.  

136,758

Shetland Fixed berth Up to 230m cruise ships. >230m ships anchor by tender to a modern landing 
stage and pavilion located in Lerwick.

69,734

Isle of Mull No berth N/A 6,060

Guernsey No berth Guernsey does not have a cruise ship terminal, and passengers tender to St 
Peter Port, however this is a short tender. 

177,179

Jersey No berth Jersey does not have a dedicated cruise ship terminal, The cruise ships dock 
approximately an hour from St Helier by tender vessel in the deeper waters 
offshore. 

5,420

Faroe Isles No berth Torshavn does not have a dedicated cruise ship terminal, The cruise ships 
dock at the commercial pier at the eastern breakwater or if it is busy already, 
the cruise ships anchor in the bay and the passengers are tendered ashore.

43,198

Isle of Man Most tender Ships <150m can berth at Queen Victoria Pier, however >150m must tender 9,756
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Funding options

• The extension of the existing Queen Victoria Pier from 150m to a 240m berth is a Department of Infrastructure initiative 
and as such would be funded with public money. Following discussions held with Sheila Lowe, Chief Financing Officer of 
the Treasury and Carl Hawker, Acting Executive Director, Policy and Strategy of the Cabinet Office, it is anticipated that 
the external cost of lending to the Isle of Man Government would not exceed 3%. As such, this is the rate we have 
applied as a discount factor in our NPV calculations for the various options. 

• Originally, proposals were put forward for the 450m (caisson) berth to be part public and part privately financed by way of 
bond funding. However, this part private proposal as been considered to be non-feasible, as the Government would be 
ultimately securing the bond and thereby taking on risk (although there would be no interest costs if the bond was fully 
serviced by the income from the harbour dues). As such, it would be less risk for the Government if they took on the full 
capital cost by way of external debt financing, as finance costs would be known. 

• It is assumed that the 450m (concrete) berth would be a Government initiative, and as such would be proposed to be 
publically funded. It is recommended this option is explored further in terms of capital costs, as it may be possible the 
DOI could provide a cheaper alternative than Royal Haskoning DHV for the construction of the berth, and could possibly 
use some of the dredged materials to assist in filling out other areas of the main Douglas Harbour. 
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The idea of berthing a cruise ship on any eventual berth built for a period of say 
2 weeks over TT week or the summer period has been considered as a viable 
option to generate additional revenue streams for the local economy. 

Other examples could include accommodation for events such as the Isle of Man 
food and drink festival, local music festivals with big name performers e.g. Tom 
Jones concert in 2016; Isle of Man Grand Prix, Southern 100, Cultural events 
such as Yn Chruinnaght, Viking Long boat races, Castletown World Famous Tin 
Bath Races,  Tynwald Day, Cyclefest, Isle of Man Walking Festival, etc. 

At present, the Isle of Man has no 5 star hotels to offer its visitors. The highest 
accredited hotel at the moment is The Claremont Hotel, which has a 4 Star Gold 
accreditation. Offering a five star hotel in the form of a cruise ship hotel in short 
bursts over the summer months e.g. “a pop-up hotel”, could attract more 
tourists to the Island generally, as well as potentially attracting some local 
business too. 

Pop up bars and restaurants are extremely popular at the moment, and the idea 
of a pop-up hotel could attract interest from further afield, as well as locally. 
Locals could well wish to use the cruise ship’s facilities if it was equipped with 
nice restaurants, bars, and spa facilities. 

Most cruise ships generally have onboard entertainment in the evenings. It may 
be possible to sell tickets to locals and the floating cruise ship’s hotel guests to 
some top class acts on board the floating hotel. 

There are many options available within this report. All of them/a combination of 
them could work for a floating hotel. E.g. smaller vessels could berth as a 
floating hotel on the 150m berth, whilst still allowing larger cruise ships to visit 
as per itineraries. 

Or, a larger cruise ship could be berthed for a longer period of time on the larger 
450m berth, whilst still allowing smaller cruise ships to berth on a 150/240m 
berth on the Queen Victoria pier, thereby increasing the number of tourists to 
the Island further, and therefore revenue generated. Examples of permanent 
floating hotels exist in London and Gibraltar (Sunborn Hotels: 
www.sunbornhotels.com). 

Floating hotels
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Fred Olsen are berthing Boudicca, (a cruise ship which also visits the Isle 
of Man), in Liverpool for the city’s annual ‘International Beetleweek
Festival’, taking place from 23rd to 29th August 2017.

Fred Olsen has arranged for one of the best-known Beatles tribute acts 
around – 'The Backbeat Beatles' – to entertain guests live on the party 
evening, being 28 August 2017. 

“A feast of fun, food and fantastic entertainment awaits Fred Olsen 
guests, as they are docked in the heart of Liverpool, in the shadow of 
the iconic Liver Building. Guests (over 18s only) will be treated to a 
taste of the Fred Olsen cruise experience, with a sumptuous five-course 
à la carte dinner, served by attentive waiting staff in the elegant 
surroundings of Boudicca’s Tintagel, Four Seasons and The Heligan
Room Restaurants. 

Entertainment for Fred Olsen’s ‘Summer Party Night’ will include the 
world-famous ‘Backbeat Beatles’, and the hilarious Stan Boardman, 
Liverpool’s favourite TV comedian. A late-night DJ will continue this 
special Merseyside celebration into the early hours. 

After revelling in the evening’s festivities, guests can retire to their 
comfortable, spacious room for a restful night’s sleep on board Boudicca. 
The following morning, they can then enjoy a delicious full English 
breakfast, or a lighter Continental choice, with a wide selection of 
pastries, cereals and fruits, before disembarking for home and 
reminiscing on a great evening of fun and laughter. 

Prices for this very special Liverpool ‘Summer Party Night’ start from just 
£99 per person, based on two adults sharing a twin-bedded Interior 
Room, and include accommodation, all meals and entertainment on 
board, VAT and port taxes.

Fred. Olsen will be offering a total of 10 sailings from Liverpool during its 
2017/18 cruise season.”

Source: http://media.fredolsencruises.com/pressreleases/join-the-party-on-fred-olsen-cruise-lines-boudicca-this-
summer-right-in-the-heart-of-liverpool-1909656

Party boats 
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Maintenance vessels

Similarly to floating hotels, it would be possible to berth 
maintenance vessels that are linked to the offshore wind 
farms and other energy structures using either of the 
larger 450 berthing options. 

These maintenance vessels require refuelling and 
replenishing of materials/staff before returning to the 
offshore energy structures. 

Fuel and other goods such as food and water, could be sold 
to the maintenance vessels whilst in port. Additional 
services such as waste disposal could also be provided to 
the maintenance vessels. 

Maintenance vessels could use a smaller 240m berth, 
however, the location of the proposed 240m berth may 
have limitations with onshore space and facilities, and 
feedback from experts suggests that the wind direction 
could also mean it may also be more weather dependent in 
terms of berthing. 

This alternative use would enable more fees to be collected 
in harbour port fees all year round, rather than seasonally 
with the cruise ships. The cruise season generally runs 
from March/April – September/October. 
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Other recommendations based on research

• It is recommended that multi-lingual documentation is provided to cruise passenger visitors when they arrive – this would 
give a much more sophisticated feel to the Island in terms of being geared up to cater for multi-lingual visitors, and is a 
small thing that can make cruise passengers feel more welcome.  Orkney provide welcome brochures to the cruise 
passenger guests in 6 languages at present. 

• Other areas of Manx National Heritage and other tourist attractions should also be encouraged to provide multi-lingual 
versions of brochures, and information signs within their facilities. E.g. Manx Motor Museum in Jurby – it was noted on a 
recent visit that only English signs are provided which give facts about the vehicles and motorbikes. This is one attraction,
where it would be straightforward to provide brochures of the vehicles and motor bikes in foreign languages for the cruise 
passengers, and also the existing TT biker market. Examples of where this is done well for tourists are the likes of the 
Mercedes Benz Museum in Stuttgart, Germany, where they provide their guests with handheld “phone” devices which are 
programmed in multiple foreign languages, with number keys to enable guests to be able to play the relevant excerpt in 
their language about the car/motorbike they are viewing. 

• Other opportunities to sell multi-lingual versions of books about the Isle of Man and the attractions may also be being 
missed by the vendors. 
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Net present value calculations – assumptions 
Input Basis of calculation Justification

Passenger 
numbers

Passenger numbers have been estimated using the current year expected 
passengers of 9,756 as an initial basis. 

Growth percentages have been applied to initial passenger number of 9,756 for 
each of the different scenarios. 

Detailed assumptions have been documented for each scenario in Section 5. 

After year 30, all scenarios have had a growth rate of 0.5% applied until year 
50. After 30 years, due to the length of the project, it is increasingly more 
difficult to forecast accurate passenger numbers. 

Please see supporting workings 
prepared for “do nothing”, “240m 
berth” and “450m berth” in Section 5. 

The full 50 year forecast passenger 
numbers can be found in Appendix 1 
on the relevant NPV working papers.

Growth percentages have been 
estimated using knowledge gained 
through our industry review, and also 
based on the existing data gathered 
about cruise ships currently operating 
cruises to the comparable islands. 

Passenger spend Passenger spend has been assumed constant in all 5 scenarios based on the 
expected passenger gross spend of £44.48 per passenger, and expected net 
exchequer benefit of £11.93 per passenger. Basic inflationary increase has been 
applied over the project life, based on the April 2017 inflation rate of 2.3%. 

We have used our passenger numbers calculations from Section 5 (up to year 
30) for each of the scenarios and thereafter applied a constant growth rate of 
0.5% to passenger numbers between year 30 - 50, and have assumed that 
80% of passengers will alight the vessel when in port. 

Please see supporting passenger 
spend workings based on the 
research performed in Section 6. 

Vessel visits –
“do nothing” and 
“do nothing 
except increase 
harbour fees”

We have estimated the number of vessel visits by analysing the average 
number of passengers based on the size of the vessel. 

The “do nothing” average is based on the average number of passengers 
currently, which is 9,756 passengers and 28 vessels, giving 348 per vessel. 
Thereafter, annually, we have assumed passenger numbers per vessel would 
increase by 1% on average. 

The total estimated annual passenger numbers, have therefore been divided by 
the expected average passenger numbers to give an expected number of vessel 
visits. 

The expected number of vessel visits have then had a cancellation percentage 
applied. In both “do nothing” scenarios, we have applied a 15% cancellation 
percentage to reduce the vessel visits. 

The tables included in Section 5,
show the expected number of visits 
per annum up to year 30 based on 
the calculations described. 

The full 50 year forecast vessel visit 
numbers can be found in Appendix 1 
on the relevant NPV working papers.
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Net present value calculations – assumptions 
Input Basis of calculation Justification

Vessel visits –
“240m berth”

We have estimated the number of vessel visits by analysing the average 
number of passengers based on the size of the vessel. 

The “240m berth” average passengers per vessel is based on the average 
number of passengers currently, which is 9,756 passengers and 28 vessels, 
giving 348 passengers per vessel, and the average number of passengers on 
board the vessels currently cruising the comparable islands, which are less than 
240m in length, being 583 PAX (see Section 5). Thereafter, annually, we have 
assumed passenger numbers would increase by 0.5% on average. 

The total estimated annual passenger numbers, have therefore been divided by 
the expected average passenger numbers to give an expected number of vessel 
visits. 

The expected number of vessel visits have then had a cancellation percentage 
applied. In the 240m berth scenario, we have applied a 15% cancellation 
percentage to reduce the vessel visits. 

The tables included in Appendix 1,
show the expected number of visits 
per annum up to year 50 based on 
the calculations described. 

The 15% cancellation rate is based 
on the current year actual 
cancellations experienced by vessels 
which could have berthed on the 
150m berth but cancelled their visits 
to the IOM entirely due to poor 
weather (based on 4 visits being 
cancelled out of 28 scheduled visits). 

Vessel visits –
“450m berth”

We have estimated the number of vessel visits by analysing the average 
number of passengers based on the size of the vessel. 

The “450m berth” average passengers per vessel is based on the average 
number of passengers for the do nothing scenario (348 PAX), the 240m berth 
(583 PAX), and the average number of passengers on board the vessels 
currently cruising the comparable islands, considering all lengths, being 1,135 
(see Section 5). The average of the three averages gives 688 passengers per 
vessel as a starting point. This has thereafter been increased annually, 
assuming passenger numbers would increase by 5% for 5 years, 4% for 5 
years, and then 3% up to year 30 on average. Between year 31 – 50, a 0.5% 
growth rate has been applied. 

The total estimated annual passenger numbers, have therefore been divided by 
the expected average passenger numbers to give an expected number of vessel 
visits. 

The expected number of vessel visits have then had a cancellation percentage 
applied. In both “450m berth” scenarios, we have applied a 2% cancellation 
percentage to reduce the vessel visits. 

The tables included in Appendix 1,
show the expected number of visits 
per annum up to year 50 based on 
the calculations described. 

By year 30, 175 vessel visits have 
been forecast using these 
assumptions. This would mean 
assuming only one vessel visit per 
day, over the cruise season of March 
– October (214 days), this would 
mean an 81% usage rate for the 
berth during the peak season. 

A 2% cancellation rate has been 
applied based on discussions with 
IOMSA and Neptumar. The location of 
the 450m berth is considered to be 
more sheltered from weather 
disruption, and feedback and 
research suggests larger vessels 
cancellation rates are low. 
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Net present value calculations – assumptions 
Input Basis of calculation Justification

Harbour fees –
“do nothing” -
assuming no 
change to 
existing dues

Passenger charges have been calculated based on the estimated numbers of 
alighting passenger per annum (see passenger calculations in Section 5), at a 
rate of £0.50 each way (i.e. getting off and back on the vessel whilst in port). 

There is also currently a fixed charge for berthing in the bay, which is £808.11 
per vessel. 

Towage fees are not currently payable to the IOM government, as this function 
is outsourced to Laxey Towage Company, as such no towage fees have been 
reflected

These are the current harbour 
charges charged by the IOM. See 
Section 6 for further information.

Harbour fees –
“do nothing 
except increase 
harbour fees”

Passenger charges have been calculated based on the estimated numbers of 
alighting passenger per annum (see passenger calculations in Section 5), at a 
rate of £0.80 each way (i.e. getting off and back on the vessel whilst in port). 

It is assumed that harbour rates would be charged on a gross tonnage basis per 
vessel, at a rate of £0.20 per GRT. 

An average gross tonnage of 20,062 per vessel has been used based on our 
review of the comparable island vessels. This average cost was then times by 
the number of expected vessel visits as calculated. 

Pilotage fees have been calculated based on the Orkney scales charges. A fixed 
fee of £150 is charged initially, and then for each 1,000 GRT over 4,000 GRT, a 
fee of £1.60 is payable. This result is then multiplied by the number of vessel 
visits, and then by a factor of 2 to account for pilotage in and out of the 
bay/existing berth. 

Finally, boarding and landing charges have also been included, based on the 
Orkney rates. A fixed fee of £200 is charged initially, and then for each 1,000 
GRT over 4,000 GRT, a fee of £1.60 is payable. This result is then multiplied by 
the number of vessel visits. 

20,062 GRT was found to be the 
average GRT of the vessels which 
were less than 240m long. See 
working in Appendix 2. 

Crew spend Crew spend has been included as a token amount, assuming that 15 crew 
members per vessel alight, and spend £10 each. 

Research suggests that crew spend 
accounts for a small proportion of 
income. 

Inflation All sources of income have been inflated annually at a rate of 2.3% which was 
the prevailing rate of inflation per the Bank of England as at April 2017. 

Office of National Statistics.
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Net present value calculations – assumptions 

Net present value calculations 

The following page shows the estimated NPV positions for the following 5 scenarios:

• “Do nothing” – this is the expected position if there are no changes made to the existing harbour infrastructure or harbour charges. 

• “Do nothing – except increase the harbour dues” – this is the expected position if there are no changes made to the existing harbour 
infrastructure, but the harbour charges are amended to charge on a gross tonnage, passenger boarding and alighting charges are 
increased, and pilotage charges become receivable. 

• “240m berth” –this is the expected position if an extension to the existing Queen Victoria Pier is carried out. 

• “450m (caisson) berth” - this is the expected position if a new 450m berth (including another 250m smaller berth fit for cargo 
vessels/smaller cruise ships) is built adjacent to the existing Alexander Pier as part of a wider harbour.

• “450m (concrete) berth” – this is the expected position if a new berth capable of housing vessels up to 400m in length is constructed. 
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Net present value calculations – summary positions

Do nothing
Do nothing - except increase 

the harbour rates
240m Berth 450m (caisson) Berth 450m (concrete) Berth

Initial Investment 0 0 (23,877,300) (108,530,060) (68,530,060)

TOTAL 15 year NPV 3,018,713 5,777,839 (17,394,622) (84,641,379) (44,927,147)

TOTAL 20 year NPV 4,248,120 8,160,735 (14,645,468) (68,156,139) (28,858,500)

TOTAL 25 year NPV 5,497,863 10,592,516 (11,918,121) (49,459,502) (10,772,046)

TOTAL 30 year NPV 6,768,603 13,073,277 (9,213,935) (28,721,592) 9,158,691

TOTAL 35 year NPV 8,061,971 15,610,307 (6,525,972) (7,412,449) 29,522,328

TOTAL 40 year NPV 9,380,577 18,219,621 (3,838,506) 13,369,211 49,283,073

TOTAL 45 year NPV 10,725,130 20,902,678 (1,152,409) 33,623,418 68,460,969

TOTAL 50 year NPV 12,094,442 23,644,801 1,514,347 53,385,213 87,105,082

IRR (50 years) n/a n/a 0.23% 1.38% 3.01%

NPV (at X%) 2.30% 2.30% 3.00% 3.00% 3.00%

Payback Period (Years) n/a n/a 48                       37                                   28                                        
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Net present value calculations – Do nothing

Year 

 

Vessel 

visits  

 Adj Visits  

(after 15% 

cancel) PAX 

80% PAX 

alight

Harbour fees 

per PAX

 Gross 

PAX spend  

Net 

exchequer 

profit per 

PAX 

Total 

Exchequer 

benefit per 

PAX (Harbour 

fees + Net 

  + Crew 

spend  

Total 

income Costs Total

Discount 

rate 2.3% 

Discounted 

total 

Discounted 

cumulative 

0 28      24           9,756   7,805     1.10               44.48        11.14          12.24               3,600    86,945        0 86,945

1 30      26           10,439 8,351     3.52               45.50        11.93          15.45               3,900    132,888      0 132,888 1.000 132,888 132,888

2 31      26           11,170 8,936     3.43               46.55        12.20          15.63               3,990    143,677      0 143,677 0.978 140,447 273,335

3 33      28           11,952 9,561     3.52               47.62        12.49          16.01               4,395    157,451      0 157,451 0.956 150,451 423,786

4 35      30           12,788 10,231   3.61               48.72        12.77          16.38               4,818    172,388      0 172,388 0.934 161,020 584,806

5 37      31           13,683 10,947   3.60               49.84        13.07          16.67               5,093    187,544      0 187,544 0.913 171,238 756,044

6 40      34           14,641 11,713   3.75               50.98        13.37          17.11               5,714    206,178      0 206,178 0.893 184,020 940,064

7 42      36           15,666 12,533   3.81               52.15        13.67          17.48               6,189    225,267      0 225,267 0.872 196,537 1,136,601

8 44      37           16,763 13,410   3.79               53.35        13.99          17.78               6,508    244,873      0 244,873 0.853 208,839 1,345,439

9 47      40           17,936 14,349   3.90               54.58        14.31          18.21               7,197    268,511      0 268,511 0.834 223,850 1,569,289

10 50      43           19,192 15,353   4.00               55.84        14.64          18.64               7,915    294,150      0 294,150 0.815 239,711 1,809,001

11 50      43           19,287 15,430   4.08               57.12        14.98          19.06               8,097    302,162      0 302,162 0.797 240,704 2,049,704

12 49      42           19,384 15,507   4.09               58.43        15.32          19.42               8,090    309,162      0 309,162 0.779 240,743 2,290,448

13 49      42           19,481 15,585   4.17               59.78        15.67          19.85               8,277    317,590      0 317,590 0.761 241,746 2,532,194

14 49      42           19,578 15,663   4.26               61.15        16.03          20.29               8,467    326,249      0 326,249 0.744 242,753 2,774,947

15 49      42           19,676 15,741   4.34               62.56        16.40          20.74               8,662    335,144      0 335,144 0.727 243,766 3,018,713

16 48      41           19,775 15,820   4.35               64.00        16.78          21.13               8,650    342,937      0 342,937 0.711 243,826 3,262,539

17 48      41           19,873 15,899   4.44               65.47        17.17          21.60               8,849    352,296      0 352,296 0.695 244,848 3,507,387

18 48      41           19,973 15,978   4.52               66.98        17.56          22.08               9,052    361,911      0 361,911 0.679 245,876 3,753,263

19 48      41           20,073 16,058   4.61               68.52        17.96          22.58               9,261    371,791      0 371,791 0.664 246,909 4,000,172

20 48      41           20,173 16,138   4.70               70.09        18.38          23.08               9,474    381,941      0 381,941 0.649 247,947 4,248,120

21 47      40           20,274 16,219   4.72               71.71        18.80          23.52               9,455    390,860      0 390,860 0.635 248,033 4,496,152

22 47      40           20,375 16,300   4.81               73.35        19.23          24.04               9,673    401,541      0 401,541 0.620 249,081 4,745,234

23 47      40           20,477 16,382   4.90               75.04        19.67          24.58               9,895    412,514      0 412,514 0.606 250,135 4,995,369

24 47      40           20,579 16,464   5.00               76.77        20.13          25.13               10,123   423,788      0 423,788 0.593 251,194 5,246,563

25 46      39           20,682 16,546   5.01               78.53        20.59          25.60               10,097   433,719      0 433,719 0.579 251,301 5,497,863

26 46      39           20,786 16,629   5.11               80.34        21.06          26.18               10,329   445,583      0 445,583 0.566 252,370 5,750,234

27 46      39           20,890 16,712   5.21               82.19        21.55          26.76               10,566   457,774      0 457,774 0.554 253,445 6,003,679

28 46      39           20,994 16,795   5.31               84.08        22.04          27.36               10,809   470,299      0 470,299 0.541 254,526 6,258,205

29 45      38           21,099 16,879   5.33               86.01        22.55          27.88               10,774   481,357      0 481,357 0.529 254,653 6,512,858

30 45      38           21,205 16,964   5.43               87.99        23.07          28.50               11,022   494,538      0 494,538 0.517 255,745 6,768,603

31 45      38           21,311 17,049   5.54               90.01        23.60          29.14               11,276   508,082      0 508,082 0.506 256,841 7,025,444

32 45      38           21,417 17,134   5.65               92.08        24.14          29.79               11,535   521,999      0 521,999 0.494 257,944 7,283,388

33 45      38           21,524 17,219   5.76               94.20        24.70          30.46               11,800   536,298      0 536,298 0.483 259,051 7,542,439

34 44      37           21,632 17,306   5.78               96.37        25.27          31.04               11,754   548,962      0 548,962 0.472 259,207 7,801,646

35 44      37           21,740 17,392   5.89               98.59        25.85          31.74               12,024   564,012      0 564,012 0.462 260,325 8,061,971

36 44      37           21,849 17,479   6.01               100.85      26.44          32.45               12,301   579,476      0 579,476 0.451 261,450 8,323,421

37 44      37           21,958 17,566   6.13               103.17      27.05          33.18               12,584   595,366      0 595,366 0.441 262,580 8,586,001

38 43      37           22,068 17,654   6.25               105.55      27.67          33.92               12,873   611,694      0 611,694 0.431 263,715 8,849,716

39 43      37           22,178 17,743   6.37               107.97      28.31          34.68               13,169   628,471      0 628,471 0.421 264,857 9,114,573

40 43      37           22,289 17,831   6.50               110.46      28.96          35.46               13,472   645,710      0 645,710 0.412 266,004 9,380,577

41 43      37           22,400 17,920   6.63               113.00      29.63          36.25               13,782   663,424      0 663,424 0.403 267,157 9,647,734

42 43      37           22,512 18,010   6.76               115.60      30.31          37.06               14,099   681,626      0 681,626 0.394 268,315 9,916,049

43 42      36           22,625 18,100   6.78               118.25      31.00          37.78               14,034   697,840      0 697,840 0.385 268,522 10,184,570

44 42      36           22,738 18,191   6.91               120.97      31.72          38.63               14,356   717,001      0 717,001 0.376 269,692 10,454,262

45 42      36           22,852 18,281   7.05               123.76      32.45          39.49               14,687   736,691      0 736,691 0.368 270,868 10,725,130

46 42      36           22,966 18,373   7.19               126.60      33.19          40.38               15,024   756,923      0 756,923 0.359 272,050 10,997,179

47 42      36           23,081 18,465   7.33               129.51      33.96          41.29               15,370   777,713      0 777,713 0.351 273,237 11,270,417

48 41      35           23,196 18,557   7.35               132.49      34.74          42.09               15,287   796,287      0 796,287 0.343 273,473 11,543,890

49 41      35           23,312 18,650   7.50               135.54      35.54          43.03               15,638   818,175      0 818,175 0.336 274,673 11,818,563

50 41      35           23,429 18,743   7.64               138.66      36.35          44.00               15,998   840,667      0 840,667 0.328 275,879 12,094,442

Key: 

Orange cells are the 
expected passenger 
numbers which would 
be achieved in all 
scenarios, as it is 
assumed that it would 
take 3 years to 
construct a berth.

Green lines represent 
positive NPV points at 
10 year intervals. 
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Net present value calculations – Do nothing except increase 
harbour fees

Year 

 

Vessel 

visits  

 Adj Visits  

(after 15% 

cancel) PAX 

80% PAX 

alight

Harbour fees 

per PAX

 Gross 

PAX spend  

Net 

exchequer 

profit per 

PAX 

Total 

Exchequer 

benefit per 

PAX (Harbour 

fees + Net 

  + Crew 

spend  

Total 

income Costs Total

Discount 

rate 2.3% 

Discounted 

total 

Discounted 

cumulative 

0 28      24           9,756   7,805     1.10               44.48        11.14          12.24               3,600    86,945        0 86,945

1 30      26           10,439 8,351     18.05             45.50        11.93          29.98               3,900    254,259      0 254,259 1.000 254,259 254,259

2 31      26           11,170 8,936     17.51             46.55        12.20          29.72               3,990    269,521      0 269,521 0.978 263,462 517,720

3 33      28           11,952 9,561     18.17             47.62        12.49          30.66               4,395    297,526      0 297,526 0.956 284,298 802,018

4 35      30           12,788 10,231   18.77             48.72        12.77          31.55               4,818    327,542      0 327,542 0.934 305,943 1,107,961

5 37      31           13,683 10,947   18.77             49.84        13.07          31.83               5,093    353,544      0 353,544 0.913 322,805 1,430,766

6 40      34           14,641 11,713   19.80             50.98        13.37          33.17               5,714    394,205      0 394,205 0.893 351,839 1,782,605

7 42      36           15,666 12,533   20.24             52.15        13.67          33.91               6,189    431,182      0 431,182 0.872 376,189 2,158,795

8 44      37           16,763 13,410   20.13             53.35        13.99          34.12               6,508    464,038      0 464,038 0.853 395,753 2,554,548

9 47      40           17,936 14,349   20.96             54.58        14.31          35.27               7,197    513,349      0 513,349 0.834 427,964 2,982,512

10 50      43           19,192 15,353   21.72             55.84        14.64          36.36               7,915    566,194      0 566,194 0.815 461,407 3,443,919

11 50      43           19,287 15,430   22.31             57.12        14.98          37.29               8,097    583,458      0 583,458 0.797 464,786 3,908,705

12 49      42           19,384 15,507   22.43             58.43        15.32          37.75               8,090    593,536      0 593,536 0.779 462,184 4,370,889

13 49      42           19,481 15,585   23.04             59.78        15.67          38.71               8,277    611,628      0 611,628 0.761 465,565 4,836,454

14 49      42           19,578 15,663   23.67             61.15        16.03          39.70               8,467    630,277      0 630,277 0.744 468,974 5,305,427

15 49      42           19,676 15,741   24.31             62.56        16.40          40.71               8,662    649,500      0 649,500 0.727 472,411 5,777,839

16 48      41           19,775 15,820   24.43             64.00        16.78          41.21               8,650    660,546      0 660,546 0.711 469,644 6,247,483

17 48      41           19,873 15,899   25.09             65.47        17.17          42.26               8,849    680,686      0 680,686 0.695 473,082 6,720,565

18 48      41           19,973 15,978   25.77             66.98        17.56          43.33               9,052    701,446      0 701,446 0.679 476,550 7,197,115

19 48      41           20,073 16,058   26.47             68.52        17.96          44.44               9,261    722,845      0 722,845 0.664 480,047 7,677,162

20 48      41           20,173 16,138   27.19             70.09        18.38          45.57               9,474    744,902      0 744,902 0.649 483,573 8,160,735

21 47      40           20,274 16,219   27.31             71.71        18.80          46.11               9,455    757,350      0 757,350 0.635 480,600 8,641,335

22 47      40           20,375 16,300   28.05             73.35        19.23          47.29               9,673    780,453      0 780,453 0.620 484,126 9,125,461

23 47      40           20,477 16,382   28.82             75.04        19.67          48.49               9,895    804,267      0 804,267 0.606 487,681 9,613,142

24 47      40           20,579 16,464   29.60             76.77        20.13          49.73               10,123   828,814      0 828,814 0.593 491,267 10,104,409

25 46      39           20,682 16,546   29.71             78.53        20.59          50.30               10,097   842,423      0 842,423 0.579 488,107 10,592,516

26 46      39           20,786 16,629   30.52             80.34        21.06          51.59               10,329   868,125      0 868,125 0.566 491,690 11,084,206

27 46      39           20,890 16,712   31.35             82.19        21.55          52.90               10,566   894,618      0 894,618 0.554 495,303 11,579,509

28 46      39           20,994 16,795   32.20             84.08        22.04          54.25               10,809   921,928      0 921,928 0.541 498,947 12,078,457

29 45      38           21,099 16,879   32.31             86.01        22.55          54.86               10,774   936,786      0 936,786 0.529 495,590 12,574,047

30 45      38           21,205 16,964   33.19             87.99        23.07          56.26               11,022   965,371      0 965,371 0.517 499,230 13,073,277

31 45      38           21,311 17,049   34.09             90.01        23.60          57.69               11,276   994,835      0 994,835 0.506 502,901 13,576,177

32 45      38           21,417 17,134   35.02             92.08        24.14          59.16               11,535   1,025,208   0 1,025,208 0.494 506,602 14,082,780

33 45      38           21,524 17,219   35.97             94.20        24.70          60.67               11,800   1,056,515   0 1,056,515 0.483 510,335 14,593,115

34 44      37           21,632 17,306   36.07             96.37        25.27          61.33               11,754   1,073,185   0 1,073,185 0.472 506,732 15,099,847

35 44      37           21,740 17,392   37.05             98.59        25.85          62.90               12,024   1,105,943   0 1,105,943 0.462 510,459 15,610,307

36 44      37           21,849 17,479   38.06             100.85      26.44          64.50               12,301   1,139,710   0 1,139,710 0.451 514,218 16,124,525

37 44      37           21,958 17,566   39.10             103.17      27.05          66.15               12,584   1,174,518   0 1,174,518 0.441 518,008 16,642,533

38 43      37           22,068 17,654   40.16             105.55      27.67          67.83               12,873   1,210,397   0 1,210,397 0.431 521,831 17,164,364

39 43      37           22,178 17,743   41.25             107.97      28.31          69.56               13,169   1,247,383   0 1,247,383 0.421 525,685 17,690,049

40 43      37           22,289 17,831   42.38             110.46      28.96          71.34               13,472   1,285,508   0 1,285,508 0.412 529,572 18,219,621

41 43      37           22,400 17,920   43.53             113.00      29.63          73.16               13,782   1,324,809   0 1,324,809 0.403 533,492 18,753,113

42 43      37           22,512 18,010   44.72             115.60      30.31          75.03               14,099   1,365,323   0 1,365,323 0.394 537,445 19,290,558

43 42      36           22,625 18,100   44.81             118.25      31.00          75.81               14,034   1,386,257   0 1,386,257 0.385 533,417 19,823,976

44 42      36           22,738 18,191   46.03             120.97      31.72          77.75               14,356   1,428,629   0 1,428,629 0.376 537,362 20,361,338

45 42      36           22,852 18,281   47.29             123.76      32.45          79.73               14,687   1,472,307   0 1,472,307 0.368 541,340 20,902,678

46 42      36           22,966 18,373   48.57             126.60      33.19          81.77               15,024   1,517,332   0 1,517,332 0.359 545,352 21,448,031

47 42      36           23,081 18,465   49.90             129.51      33.96          83.86               15,370   1,563,746   0 1,563,746 0.351 549,398 21,997,428

48 41      35           23,196 18,557   49.97             132.49      34.74          84.70               15,287   1,587,133   0 1,587,133 0.343 545,078 22,542,506

49 41      35           23,312 18,650   51.33             135.54      35.54          86.86               15,638   1,635,656   0 1,635,656 0.336 549,113 23,091,619

50 41      35           23,429 18,743   52.73             138.66      36.35          89.08               15,998   1,685,676   0 1,685,676 0.328 553,182 23,644,801

Key: 

Orange cells are the 
expected passenger 
numbers which would 
be achieved in all 
scenarios, as t is 
assumed that it would 
take 3 years to 
construct a berth.

Green lines represent 
positive NPV points at 
10 year intervals. 
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Net present value calculations – 240m berth

Year 

 

Vessel 

visits  

 Adj Visits  

(after 15% 

cancel) PAX 

80% PAX 

alight

% PAX 

growth 

movement

 Average 

PAX per 

vessel visit 

% growth 

movt in 

average 

pax per 

vessel

Harbour fees 

per PAX

 Gross 

PAX spend  

Net 

exchequer 

profit per 

PAX 

Total 

Exchequer 

benefit per 

PAX (Harbour 

fees + Net 

  + Crew 

spend  

Total 

income 

Seasonal 

salary 

groundsmen 

(2 people - est 

£20k each)

Salary 

costs (2 x 

tug 

operators) Costs Total

Discount 

rate 3% 

Discounted 

total 

Discounted 

cumulative 

0 9,756   7,805     Fixed presently 44.48        11.14          86,945        -

1 30      26           10,439 8,351     7.0% 472            1.50% 24.92             45 50        11 93          36.85               3,900    311,635.97 -                 -             (23,877,300) (23,565,664) 1.000 (23,565,664) (23,565,664)

2 31      26           11,170 8,936     7.0% 479            1.50% 24.15             46 55        12 20          36.35               3,990    328,805      -                 -             (20,460) 308,345 0.971 299,364 (23,266,300)

3 33      28           11,952 9,561     7.0% 486            1.50% 25.07             47 62        12.49          37.56               4,395    363,492      -                 -             (20,931) 342,561 0.943 322,897 (22,943,403)

4 33      30           16,190 12,952   13.5% 494            1.50% 20.83             48.72        12.77          33.60               4,818    439,993      (42,824) (85,648) (21,412) 290,110 0.915 265,491 (22,677,912)

5 37      31           18,376 14,701   13.5% 501            1.50% 19.72             49 84        13 07          32.79               5,093    487,142      (43,809) (87,618) (21,904) 333,811 0.888 296,587 (22,381,325)

6 42      34           20,857 16,685   13.5% 508            1.50% 19.73             50 98        13 37          33.10               5,714    557,940      (44,817) (89,633) (22,408) 401,082 0.863 345,977 (22,035,348)

7 47      36           23,672 18,938   13.5% 516            1.50% 19.12             52.15        13 67          32.79               6,189    627,173      (45,847) (91,695) (22,924) 466,707 0.837 390,860 (21,644,488)

8 52      37           26,868 21,495   13.5% 524            1.50% 18.04             53 35        13 99          32.03               6,508    694,942      (46,902) (93,804) (23,451) 530,785 0.813 431,577 (21,212,911)

9 58      40           30,495 24,396   13.5% 532            1.50% 17.82             54 58        14 31          32.13               7,197    791,072      (47,981) (95,961) (23,990) 623,140 0.789 491,912 (20,720,999)

10 65      43           34,612 27,690   13.5% 540            1.50% 17.52             55 84        14 64          32.16               7,915    898,368      (49,084) (98,168) (24,542) 726,573 0.766 556,858 (20,164,141)

11 64      43           34,785 27,828   0.5% 548            1.50% 17.99             57.12        14 98          32.97               8,097    925,622      (50,213) (100,426) (25,107) 749,876 0.744 557,978 (19,606,162)

12 64      42           34,959 27,967   0.5% 556            1.50% 18.10             58.43        15 32          33.42               8,090    942,831      (51,368) (102,736) (25,684) 763,044 0.722 551,239 (19,054,923)

13 63      42           35,134 28,107   0.5% 564            1.50% 18.59             59.78        15 67          34.27               8,277    971,423      (52,549) (105,099) (26,275) 787,501 0.701 552,337 (18,502,586)

14 63      42           35,310 28,248   0.5% 573            1.50% 19.10             61.15        16 03          35.13               8,467    1,000,890   (53,758) (107,516) (26,879) 812,737 0.681 553,434 (17,949,152)

15 62      42           35,486 28,389   0.5% 581            1.50% 19.62             62 56        16.40          36.02               8,662    1,031,258   (54,994) (109,989) (27,497) 838,777 0.661 554,530 (17,394,622)

16 61      41           35,664 28,531   0.5% 590            1.50% 19.73             64 00        16.78          36.51               8,650    1,050,183   (56,259) (112,519) (28,130) 853,275 0.642 547,685 (16,846,937)

17 61      41           35,842 28,674   0.5% 599            1.50% 20.26             65.47        17.17          37.43               8,849    1,082,033   (57,553) (115,107) (28,777) 880,596 0.623 548,759 (16,298,178)

18 60      41           36,021 28,817   0.5% 608            1.50% 20.81             66 98        17 56          38.37               9,052    1,114,857   (58,877) (117,754) (29,439) 908,788 0.605 549,832 (15,748,347)

19 59      41           36,201 28,961   0.5% 617            1.50% 21.38             68 52        17 96          39.34               9,261    1,148,686   (60,231) (120,462) (30,116) 937,877 0.587 550,904 (15,197,443)

20 59      41           36,382 29,106   0.5% 626            1.50% 21.96             70 09        18 38          40.34               9,474    1,183,549   (61,617) (123,233) (30,808) 967,892 0.570 551,975 (14,645,468)

21 58      40           36,564 29,251   0.5% 636            1.50% 22.07             71.71        18 80          40.87               9,455    1,204,948   (63,034) (126,067) (31,517) 984,330 0.554 545,000 (14,100,469)

22 58      40           36,747 29,398   0.5% 645            1.50% 22.67             73 35        19 23          41.90               9,673    1,241,503   (64,483) (128,967) (32,242) 1,015,811 0.538 546,048 (13,554,420)

23 57      40           36,931 29,545   0.5% 655            1.50% 23.29             75 04        19 67          42.96               9,895    1,279,176   (65,967) (131,933) (32,983) 1,048,293 0.522 547,096 (13,007,324)

24 57      40           37,115 29,692   0.5% 665            1.50% 23.92             76.77        20.13          44.05               10,123   1,318,002   (67,484) (134,968) (33,742) 1,081,809 0.507 548,144 (12,459,180)

25 56      39           37,301 29,841   0.5% 675            1.50% 24.03             78 53        20 59          44.62               10,097   1,341,487   (69,036) (138,072) (34,518) 1,099,861 0.492 541,059 (11,918,121)

26 56      39           37,488 29,990   0.5% 685            1.50% 24.68             80 34        21 06          45.74               10,329   1,382,185   (70,624) (141,248) (35,312) 1,135,001 0.478 542,083 (11,376,038)

27 55      39           37,675 30,140   0.5% 695            1.50% 25.35             82.19        21 55          46.90               10,566   1,424,128   (72,248) (144,496) (36,124) 1,171,259 0.464 543,107 (10,832,932)

28 54      39           37,863 30,291   0.5% 706            1.50% 26.04             84 08        22 04          48.09               10,809   1,467,354   (73,910) (147,820) (36,955) 1,208,669 0.450 544,130 (10,288,802)

29 54      38           38,053 30,442   0.5% 716            1.50% 26.14             86 01        22 55          48.69               10,774   1,493,099   (75,610) (151,219) (37,805) 1,228,465 0.437 536,934 (9,751,868)

30 53      38           38,243 30,594   0.5% 727            1.50% 26.85             87 99        23 07          49.92               11,022   1,538,396   (77,349) (154,698) (38,674) 1,267,675 0.424 537,933 (9,213,935)

31 53      38           38,434 30,747   0.5% 738            1.50% 27.59             90 01        23 60          51.18               11,276   1,585,078   (79,128) (158,256) (39,564) 1,308,131 0.412 538,933 (8,675,002)

32 52      38           38,626 30,901   0.5% 749            1.50% 28.34             92 08        24.14          52.48               11,535   1,633,189   (80,948) (161,895) (40,474) 1,349,872 0.400 539,931 (8,135,071)

33 52      38           38,819 31,056   0.5% 760            1.50% 29.11             94 20        24.70          53.81               11,800   1,682,772   (82,810) (165,619) (41,405) 1,392,938 0.388 540,930 (7,594,141)

34 51      37           39,014 31,211   0.5% 771            1.50% 29.20             96 37        25 27          54.47               11,754   1,711,779   (84,714) (169,428) (42,357) 1,415,280 0.377 533,598 (7,060,544)

35 51      37           39,209 31,367   0.5% 783            1.50% 30.00             98 59        25 85          55.85               12,024   1,763,720   (86,663) (173,325) (43,331) 1,460,401 0.366 534,572 (6,525,972)

36 50      37           39,405 31,524   0.5% 795            1.50% 30.82             100 85      26.44          57.26               12,301   1,817,249   (88,656) (177,312) (44,328) 1,506,954 0.355 535,546 (5,990,425)

37 50      37           39,602 31,681   0.5% 807            1.50% 31.65             103.17      27 05          58.70               12,584   1,872,417   (90,695) (181,390) (45,347) 1,554,985 0.345 536,520 (5,453,905)

38 49      37           39,800 31,840   0.5% 819            1.50% 32.52             105 55      27 67          60.19               12,873   1,929,273   (92,781) (185,562) (46,390) 1,604,540 0.335 537,494 (4,916,411)

39 49      37           39,999 31,999   0.5% 831            1.50% 33.40             107 97      28 31          61.71               13,169   1,987,870   (94,915) (189,830) (47,457) 1,655,668 0.325 538,466 (4,377,945)

40 48      37           40,199 32,159   0.5% 844            1.50% 34.31             110.46      28 96          63.27               13,472   2,048,261   (97,098) (194,196) (48,549) 1,708,418 0.316 539,439 (3,838,506)

41 48      37           40,400 32,320   0.5% 856            1.50% 35.25             113 00      29 63          64.87               13,782   2,110,501   (99,331) (198,662) (49,666) 1,762,842 0.307 540,411 (3,298,094)

42 47      37           40,602 32,481   0.5% 869            1.50% 36.21             115 60      30 31          66.52               14,099   2,174,648   (101,616) (203,231) (50,808) 1,818,993 0.298 541,383 (2,756,711)

43 47      36           40,805 32,644   0.5% 882            1.50% 36.30             118 25      31 00          67.31               14,034   2,211,222   (103,953) (207,906) (51,976) 1,847,387 0.289 533,819 (2,222,892)

44 46      36           41,009 32,807   0.5% 895            1.50% 37.29             120 97      31.72          69.01               14,356   2,278,391   (106,344) (212,688) (53,172) 1,906,188 0.281 534,768 (1,688,124)

45 46      36           41,214 32,971   0.5% 909            1.50% 38.31             123.76      32.45          70.76               14,687   2,347,617   (108,790) (217,579) (54,395) 1,966,853 0.272 535,715 (1,152,409)

46 46      36           41,420 33,136   0.5% 922            1.50% 39.36             126 60      33.19          72.55               15,024   2,418,964   (111,292) (222,584) (55,646) 2,029,443 0.264 536,663 (615,746)

47 45      36           41,627 33,302   0.5% 936            1.50% 40.43             129 51      33 96          74.38               15,370   2,492,497   (113,852) (227,703) (56,926) 2,094,016 0.257 537,610 (78,136)

48 45      35           41,835 33,468   0.5% 950            1.50% 40.51             132.49      34.74          75.24               15,287   2,533,567   (116,470) (232,940) (58,235) 2,125,921 0.249 529,904 451,769

49 44      35           42,044 33,635   0.5% 964            1.50% 41.61             135 54      35 54          77.15               15,638   2,610,535   (119,149) (238,298) (59,575) 2,193,514 0.242 530,828 982,596

50 44      35           42,254 33,804   0.5% 979            1.50% 42.75             138 66      36 35          79.10               15,998   2,689,861   (121,889) (243,779) (60,945) 2,263,248 0.235 531,751 1,514,347

Key: 

Orange cells in the PAX column are the expected passenger numbers which would be achieved in all scenarios, as t is assumed that it would take 3 years to construct a berth.

Orange lines are the 10 year interval pos tions of the project, at which point the project is still in a negative cumulative NPV pos t on. 

Green lines represent the break even year of the project. 
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Net present value calculations – 450m caisson berth 

Year 

 

Vessel 

visits  

 Adj Visits  

(after 2% 

cancel) PAX 

80% PAX 

alight

% PAX 

growth 

movement

 Average 

PAX per 

vessel visit 

% growth 

movt in 

average 

pax per 

vessel

 Harbour fees 

per PAX 

 Gross 

PAX spend  

Net 

exchequer 

profit per 

PAX 

Total 

Exchequer 

benefit per 

PAX (Harbour 

fees + Net 

  + Crew 

spend  

Total 

income 

Salary costs (2 x 

tug operators, 2 

x port security 

(seasonal))

Capital and 

maintenance 

costs Total

Discount 

rate 3% 

Discounted 

total 

Discounted 

cumulative 

0 9,756          7,805     Fixed presently 44.48        11.14          86,945        -

1 30      26           10,439        8,351     7 0% 698            1.50% 24.92             45.50        11 93          36.85               3,900      311,635.97 -                      (108,530,060) (108,218,424) 1 000 (108,218,424) (108,218,424)

2 31      26           11,170        8,936     7 0% 709            1.50% 24.15             46.55        12 20          36.35               3,990      328,805      -                      0 328,805 0 971 319,228 (107,899,196)

3 33      28           11,952        9,561     7 0% 719            1.50% 25.07             47.62        12.49          37.56               4,395      363,492      -                      0 363,492 0 943 342,626 (107,556,570)

4 33      32           23,818        19,055   25 0% 730            1.50% 29.31             48.72        12.77          42.08               5,139      806,970      (171,296) (80,295) 555,379 0 915 508,251 (107,048,319)

5 40      39           29,773        23,818   25 0% 741            1.50% 29.55             49.84        13 07          42.61               6,407      1,021,363   (175,236) (82,142) 763,986 0 888 678,791 (106,369,528)

6 49      48           37,216        29,773   25 0% 752            1.50% 30.06             50.98        13 37          43.43               8,067      1,301,088   (179,266) (84,031) 1,037,791 0 863 895,207 (105,474,321)

7 61      60           46,520        37,216   25 0% 764            1.50% 31.04             52.15        13 67          44.71               10,316    1,674,317   (183,389) (85,964) 1,404,964 0 837 1,176,635 (104,297,685)

8 75      74           58,150        46,520   25 0% 775            1.50% 31.64             53.35        13 99          45.63               13,015    2,135,772   (187,607) (87,941) 1,860,224 0 813 1,512,532 (102,785,153)

9 92      90           72,688        58,150   25 0% 787            1.50% 31.84             54.58        14 31          46.15               16,193    2,699,707   (191,922) (89,963) 2,417,821 0.789 1,908,651 (100,876,503)

10 114    112         90,860        72,688   25 0% 798            1.50% 32.73             55.84        14 64          47.37               20,615    3,463,996   (196,336) (92,033) 3,175,627 0.766 2,433,853 (98,442,649)

11 118    116         95,403        76,322   5 0% 810            1.50% 33.36             57.12        14 98          48.34               21,843    3,711,113   (200,852) (94,149) 3,416,111 0.744 2,541,907 (95,900,742)

12 122    120         100,173      80,138   5 0% 823            1.50% 33.97             58.43        15 32          49.29               23,116    3,972,808   (205,472) (96,315) 3,671,022 0.722 2,652,024 (93,248,718)

13 126    123         105,182      84,145   5 0% 835            1.50% 34.28             59.78        15 67          49.95               24,238    4,227,716   (210,198) (98,530) 3,918,988 0.701 2,748,699 (90,500,018)

14 130    127         110,441      88,353   5 0% 847            1.50% 34.84             61.15        16 03          50.87               25,602    4,520,423   (215,032) (100,796) 4,204,595 0 681 2,863,124 (87,636,894)

15 135    132         115,963      92,770   5 0% 860            1.50% 35.63             62.56        16.40          52.03               27,222    4,854,077   (219,978) (103,115) 4,530,985 0 661 2,995,515 (84,641,379)

16 138    135         120,601      96,481   4 0% 873            1.50% 36.21             64.00        16.78          52.99               28,481    5,140,932   (225,037) (105,486) 4,810,409 0 642 3,087,618 (81,553,761)

17 142    139         125,425      100,340 4 0% 886            1.50% 37.03             65.47        17.17          54.20               30,000    5,468,374   (230,213) (107,912) 5,130,249 0 623 3,197,001 (78,356,759)

18 145    142         130,442      104,354 4 0% 899            1.50% 37.60             66.98        17 56          55.16               31,352    5,787,464   (235,508) (110,394) 5,441,562 0 605 3,292,234 (75,064,525)

19 149    146         135,660      108,528 4 0% 913            1.50% 38.40             68.52        17 96          56.37               32,977    6,150,513   (240,925) (112,933) 5,796,655 0 587 3,404,924 (71,659,601)

20 152    149         141,086      112,869 4 0% 927            1.50% 38.95             70.09        18 38          57.33               34,428    6,505,339   (246,466) (115,531) 6,143,342 0 570 3,503,462 (68,156,139)

21 155    152         145,319      116,255 3 0% 941            1.50% 39.86             71.71        18 80          58.66               35,929    6,854,939   (252,135) (118,188) 6,484,616 0 554 3,590,375 (64,565,764)

22 157    154         149,679      119,743 3 0% 955            1.50% 40.52             73.35        19 23          59.75               37,239    7,191,801   (257,934) (120,906) 6,812,961 0 538 3,662,302 (60,903,462)

23 159    156         154,169      123,335 3 0% 969            1.50% 41.18             75.04        19 67          60.86               38,590    7,544,501   (263,866) (123,687) 7,156,947 0 522 3,735,157 (57,168,305)

24 161    158         158,794      127,035 3 0% 983            1.50% 41.85             76.77        20.13          61.98               39,984    7,913,774   (269,935) (126,532) 7,517,306 0 507 3,808,957 (53,359,348)

25 164    161         163,558      130,846 3 0% 998            1.50% 42.78             78.53        20 59          63.37               41,680    8,333,171   (276,144) (129,442) 7,927,585 0.492 3,899,847 (49,459,502)

26 166    163         168,465      134,772 3 0% 1,013         1.50% 43.46             80.34        21 06          64.52               43,169    8,739,019   (282,495) (132,420) 8,324,105 0.478 3,975,639 (45,483,863)

27 169    166         173,518      138,815 3 0% 1,028         1.50% 44.40             82.19        21 55          65.94               44,974    9,198,876   (288,992) (135,465) 8,774,419 0.464 4,068,652 (41,415,211)

28 171    168         178,724      142,979 3 0% 1,044         1.50% 45.09             84.08        22 04          67.13               46,563    9,644,824   (295,639) (138,581) 9,210,604 0.450 4,146,513 (37,268,698)

29 174    171         184,086      147,269 3 0% 1,060         1.50% 46.03             86.01        22 55          68.59               48,485    10,148,976 (302,439) (141,768) 9,704,769 0.437 4,241,729 (33,026,970)

30 176    172         189,608      151,687 3 0% 1,075         1.50% 46.48             87.99        23 07          69.55               49,890    10,600,329 (309,395) (145,029) 10,145,905 0.424 4,305,378 (28,721,592)

31 175    172         190,556      152,445 0 5% 1,092         1.50% 47.77             90.01        23 60          71.37               51,037    10,930,720 (316,511) (148,365) 10,465,844 0.412 4,311,789 (24,409,803)

32 173    170         191,509      153,207 0 5% 1,108         1.50% 48.55             92.08        24.14          72.70               51,604    11,189,197 (323,791) (151,777) 10,713,630 0.400 4,285,314 (20,124,489)

33 171    168         192,467      153,973 0 5% 1,125         1.50% 49.35             94.20        24.70          74.04               52,170    11,452,944 (331,238) (155,268) 10,966,439 0 388 4,258,674 (15,865,814)

34 169    166         193,429      154,743 0 5% 1,141         1.50% 50.14             96.37        25 27          75.41               52,735    11,722,030 (338,857) (158,839) 11,224,334 0 377 4,231,869 (11,633,946)

35 168    165         194,396      155,517 0 5% 1,159         1.50% 51.24             98.59        25 85          77.09               53,622    12,041,873 (346,650) (162,492) 11,532,730 0 366 4,221,497 (7,412,449)

36 166    163         195,368      156,295 0 5% 1,176         1.50% 52.06             100.85      26.44          78.50               54,191    12,323,333 (354,623) (166,230) 11,802,480 0 355 4,194,406 (3,218,043)

37 165    162         196,345      157,076 0 5% 1,194         1.50% 53.19             103.17      27 05          80.24               55,097    12,658,776 (362,780) (170,053) 12,125,943 0 345 4,183,844 965,800

38 163    160         197,327      157,861 0 5% 1,211         1.50% 54.03             105.55      27 67          81.70               55,669    12,953,072 (371,123) (173,964) 12,407,984 0 335 4,156,463 5,122,264

39 161    158         198,313      158,651 0 5% 1,230         1.50% 54.87             107.97      28 31          83.18               56,237    13,253,136 (379,659) (177,965) 12,695,512 0 325 4,128,912 9,251,176

40 160    157         199,305      159,444 0 5% 1,248         1.50% 56.06             110.46      28 96          85.02               57,166    13,612,380 (388,391) (182,059) 13,041,930 0 316 4,118,036 13,369,211

41 158    155         200,301      160,241 0 5% 1,267         1.50% 56.92             113.00      29 63          86.55               57,736    13,925,928 (397,324) (186,246) 13,342,358 0 307 4,090,191 17,459,403

42 157    154         201,303      161,042 0 5% 1,286         1.50% 58.14             115.60      30 31          88.45               58,683    14,302,415 (406,463) (190,530) 13,705,423 0 298 4,079,118 21,538,520

43 155    152         202,309      161,848 0 5% 1,305         1.50% 59.02             118.25      31 00          90.03               59,253    14,629,920 (415,812) (194,912) 14,019,197 0 289 4,050,976 25,589,496

44 154    150         203,321      162,657 0 5% 1,325         1.50% 59.91             120.97      31.72          91.63               59,818    14,963,609 (425,375) (199,395) 14,338,840 0 281 4,022,660 29,612,156

45 153    149         204,338      163,470 0 5% 1,344         1.50% 61.18             123.76      32.45          93.63               60,786    15,366,297 (435,159) (203,981) 14,727,157 0 272 4,011,262 33,623,418

46 153    147         205,359      164,287 0 5% 1,365         1.50% 62.09             126.60      33.19          95.28               61,350    15,714,590 (445,168) (208,672) 15,060,751 0 264 3,982,644 37,606,063

47 152    146         206,386      165,109 0 5% 1,385         1.50% 63.40             129.51      33 96          97.35               62,334    16,136,264 (455,406) (213,472) 15,467,386 0 257 3,971,043 41,577,106

48 151    145         207,418      165,934 0 5% 1,406         1.50% 64.73             132.49      34.74          99.47               63,331    16,568,818 (465,881) (218,382) 15,884,556 0 249 3,959,365 45,536,471

49 150    143         208,455      166,764 0 5% 1,427         1.50% 65.67             135.54      35 54          101.20             63,894    16,941,046 (476,596) (223,404) 16,241,046 0 242 3,930,314 49,466,784

50 149    142         209,497      167,598 0 5% 1,448         1.50% 67.04             138.66      36 35          103.40             64,906    17,393,794 (487,558) (228,543) 16,677,693 0 235 3,918,429 53,385,213

© 2017 Deloitte LLP. All rights reserved.

Key: 

Orange cells in the PAX column are the expected passenger numbers which would be achieved in all scenarios, as it is assumed that it would take 3 years to construct a berth.

Orange lines are the 10 year interval positions of the project, at which point the project is still in a negative cumulative NPV position. 

Green lines represent the break even year of the project. 
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Net present value calculations – 450 concrete berth 

Key: 

Orange cells in the PAX column are the expected passenger numbers which would be achieved in all scenarios, as it is assumed that it would take 3 years to construct a berth.

Orange lines are the 10 year interval positions of the project, at which point the project is still in a negative cumulative NPV position. 

Green lines represent the break even year of the project. 

Year 

 

Vessel 

visits  

 Adj Visits  

(after 2% 

cancel) PAX 

80% PAX 

alight

% PAX 

growth 

movement

 Average 

PAX per 

vessel visit 

% growth 

movt in 

average 

pax per 

vessel

Harbour fees 

per PAX

 Gross 

PAX spend  

Net 

exchequer 

profit per 

PAX 

Total 

Exchequer 

benefit per 

PAX (Harbour 

fees + Net 

  + Crew 

spend  

Total 

income 

Salary costs (2 x 

tug operators, 2 

x port security 

(seasonal)) Costs Total

Discount 

rate 3% 

Discounted 

total 

Discounted 

cumulative 

0 9,756     7,805     Fixed presently 44.48        11.14          86,945        -

1 30      26           10,439   8,351     7 0% 698            1.50% 24.92             45.50        11.93          36.85               3,900    311,635.97 -                      (68,530,060) (68,218,424) 1.000 (68,218,424) (68,218,424)

2 31      26           11,170   8,936     7 0% 709            1.50% 24.15             46.55        12.20          36.35               3,990    328,805      -                      0 328,805 0.971 319,228 (67,899,196)

3 33      28           11,952   9,561     7 0% 719            1.50% 25.07             47.62        12.49          37.56               4,395    363,492      -                      0 363,492 0.943 342,626 (67,556,570)

4 33      32           23,818   19,055   25 0% 730            1.50% 29.44             48.72        12.77          42.21               5,139    809,453      (171,296) (80,295) 557,862 0.915 510,523 (67,046,047)

5 40      39           29,773   23,818   25 0% 741            1.50% 29.58             49.84        13.07          42.65               6,407    1,022,164   (175,236) (82,142) 764,786 0.888 679,503 (66,366,544)

6 49      48           37,216   29,773   25 0% 752            1.50% 30.00             50.98        13.37          43.37               8,067    1,299,221   (179,266) (84,031) 1,035,924 0.863 893,597 (65,472,947)

7 61      60           46,520   37,216   25 0% 764            1.50% 30.88             52.15        13.67          44.55               10,316   1,668,275   (183,389) (85,964) 1,398,922 0.837 1,171,575 (64,301,372)

8 75      74           58,150   46,520   25 0% 775            1.50% 31.38             53.35        13.99          45.37               13,015   2,123,560   (187,607) (87,941) 1,848,012 0.813 1,502,603 (62,798,769)

9 92      90           72,688   58,150   25 0% 787            1.50% 31.48             54.58        14.31          45.79               16,193   2,678,833   (191,922) (89,963) 2,396,947 0.789 1,892,172 (60,906,597)

10 114    112         90,860   72,688   25 0% 798            1.50% 32.27             55.84        14.64          46.91               20,615   3,430,225   (196,336) (92,033) 3,141,856 0.766 2,407,971 (58,498,626)

11 118    116         95,403   76,322   5 0% 810            1.50% 32.79             57.12        14.98          47.77               21,843   3,667,743   (200,852) (94,149) 3,372,741 0.744 2,509,636 (55,988,990)

12 122    120         100,173 80,138   5 0% 823            1.50% 33.29             58.43        15.32          48.61               23,116   3,918,916   (205,472) (96,315) 3,617,130 0.722 2,613,091 (53,375,898)

13 126    123         105,182 84,145   5 0% 835            1.50% 33.51             59.78        15.67          49.18               24,238   4,162,860   (210,198) (98,530) 3,854,132 0.701 2,703,211 (50,672,688)

14 130    127         110,441 88,353   5 0% 847            1.50% 33.97             61.15        16.03          50.00               25,602   4,443,140   (215,032) (100,796) 4,127,311 0.681 2,810,498 (47,862,189)

15 135    132         115,963 92,770   5 0% 860            1.50% 34.64             62.56        16.40          51.04               27,222   4,762,608   (219,978) (103,115) 4,439,515 0.661 2,935,043 (44,927,147)

16 138    135         120,601 96,481   4 0% 873            1.50% 35.12             64.00        16.78          51.90               28,481   5,035,545   (225,037) (105,486) 4,705,021 0.642 3,019,974 (41,907,173)

17 142    139         125,425 100,340 4 0% 886            1.50% 35.83             65.47        17.17          52.99               30,000   5,347,203   (230,213) (107,912) 5,009,077 0.623 3,121,491 (38,785,681)

18 145    142         130,442 104,354 4 0% 899            1.50% 36.28             66.98        17.56          53.84               31,352   5,650,245   (235,508) (110,394) 5,304,343 0.605 3,209,215 (35,576,466)

19 149    146         135,660 108,528 4 0% 913            1.50% 36.97             68.52        17.96          54.94               32,977   5,995,088   (240,925) (112,933) 5,641,230 0.587 3,313,628 (32,262,838)

20 152    149         141,086 112,869 4 0% 927            1.50% 37.41             70.09        18.38          55.79               34,428   6,331,526   (246,466) (115,531) 5,969,529 0.570 3,404,339 (28,858,500)

21 155    152         145,319 116,255 3 0% 941            1.50% 38.19             71.71        18.80          56.99               35,929   6,661,536   (252,135) (118,188) 6,291,213 0.554 3,483,292 (25,375,207)

22 157    154         149,679 119,743 3 0% 955            1.50% 38.74             73.35        19.23          57.97               37,239   6,978,934   (257,934) (120,906) 6,600,094 0.538 3,547,876 (21,827,331)

23 159    156         154,169 123,335 3 0% 969            1.50% 39.29             75.04        19.67          58.97               38,590   7,311,083   (263,866) (123,687) 6,923,529 0.522 3,613,338 (18,213,993)

24 161    158         158,794 127,035 3 0% 983            1.50% 39.85             76.77        20.13          59.97               39,984   7,658,671   (269,935) (126,532) 7,262,204 0.507 3,679,699 (14,534,295)

25 164    161         163,558 130,846 3 0% 998            1.50% 40.64             78.53        20.59          61.23               41,680   8,053,463   (276,144) (129,442) 7,647,877 0.492 3,762,249 (10,772,046)

26 166    163         168,465 134,772 3 0% 1,013         1.50% 41.20             80.34        21.06          62.27               43,169   8,435,082   (282,495) (132,420) 8,020,167 0.478 3,830,477 (6,941,570)

27 169    166         173,518 138,815 3 0% 1,028         1.50% 42.01             82.19        21.55          63.56               44,974   8,867,421   (288,992) (135,465) 8,442,963 0.464 3,914,958 (3,026,612)

28 171    168         178,724 142,979 3 0% 1,044         1.50% 42.58             84.08        22.04          64.62               46,563   9,286,363   (295,639) (138,581) 8,852,142 0.450 3,985,138 958,526

29 174    171         184,086 147,269 3 0% 1,060         1.50% 43.39             86.01        22.55          65.94               48,485   9,759,823   (302,439) (141,768) 9,315,616 0.437 4,071,639 5,030,165

30 176    172         189,608 151,687 3 0% 1,075         1.50% 43.74             87.99        23.07          66.81               49,890   10,183,566 (309,395) (145,029) 9,729,142 0.424 4,128,526 9,158,691

31 175    172         190,556 152,445 0 5% 1,092         1.50% 44.86             90.01        23.60          68.46               51,037   10,487,691 (316,511) (148,365) 10,022,815 0.412 4,129,267 13,287,958

32 173    170         191,509 153,207 0 5% 1,108         1.50% 45.52             92.08        24.14          69.66               51,604   10,724,407 (323,791) (151,777) 10,248,839 0.400 4,099,404 17,387,362

33 171    168         192,467 153,973 0 5% 1,125         1.50% 46.18             94.20        24.70          70.88               52,170   10,966,051 (331,238) (155,268) 10,479,545 0.388 4,069,596 21,456,958

34 169    166         193,429 154,743 0 5% 1,141         1.50% 46.85             96.37        25.27          72.12               52,735   11,212,696 (338,857) (158,839) 10,715,001 0.377 4,039,837 25,496,794

35 168    165         194,396 155,517 0 5% 1,159         1.50% 47.80             98.59        25.85          73.64               53,622   11,506,520 (346,650) (162,492) 10,997,377 0.366 4,025,534 29,522,328

36 166    163         195,368 156,295 0 5% 1,176         1.50% 48.48             100.85      26.44          74.93               54,191   11,764,690 (354,623) (166,230) 11,243,837 0.355 3,995,873 33,518,201

37 165    162         196,345 157,076 0 5% 1,194         1.50% 49.46             103.17      27.05          76.51               55,097   12,072,892 (362,780) (170,053) 11,540,059 0.345 3,981,695 37,499,896

38 163    160         197,327 157,861 0 5% 1,211         1.50% 50.16             105.55      27.67          77.84               55,669   12,343,037 (371,123) (173,964) 11,797,949 0.335 3,952,112 41,452,008

39 161    158         198,313 158,651 0 5% 1,230         1.50% 50.87             107.97      28.31          79.18               56,237   12,618,617 (379,659) (177,965) 12,060,993 0.325 3,922,550 45,374,558

40 160    157         199,305 159,444 0 5% 1,248         1.50% 51.89             110.46      28.96          80.85               57,166   12,948,823 (388,391) (182,059) 12,378,373 0.316 3,908,515 49,283,073

41 158    155         200,301 160,241 0 5% 1,267         1.50% 52.62             113.00      29.63          82.25               57,736   13,237,020 (397,324) (186,246) 12,653,450 0.307 3,879,002 53,162,075

42 157    154         201,303 161,042 0 5% 1,286         1.50% 53.67             115.60      30.31          83.98               58,683   13,583,163 (406,463) (190,530) 12,986,171 0.298 3,865,048 57,027,123

43 155    152         202,309 161,848 0 5% 1,305         1.50% 54.42             118.25      31.00          85.42               59,253   13,884,445 (415,812) (194,912) 13,273,721 0.289 3,835,564 60,862,687

44 154    150         203,321 162,657 0 5% 1,325         1.50% 55.16             120.97      31.72          86.88               59,818   14,191,595 (425,375) (199,395) 13,566,825 0.281 3,806,077 64,668,764

45 153    149         204,338 163,470 0 5% 1,344         1.50% 56.26             123.76      32.45          88.71               60,786   14,562,038 (435,159) (203,981) 13,922,898 0.272 3,792,205 68,460,969

46 153    147         205,359 164,287 0 5% 1,365         1.50% 57.02             126.60      33.19          90.22               61,350   14,882,927 (445,168) (208,672) 14,229,088 0.264 3,762,720 72,223,689

47 152    146         206,386 165,109 0 5% 1,385         1.50% 58.16             129.51      33.96          92.11               62,334   15,270,974 (455,406) (213,472) 14,602,095 0.257 3,748,891 75,972,580

48 151    145         207,418 165,934 0 5% 1,406         1.50% 59.31             132.49      34.74          94.05               63,331   15,669,057 (465,881) (218,382) 14,984,794 0.249 3,735,091 79,707,672

49 150    143         208,455 166,764 0 5% 1,427         1.50% 60.10             135.54      35.54          95.64               63,894   16,012,447 (476,596) (223,404) 15,312,447 0.242 3,705,594 83,413,265

50 149    142         209,497 167,598 0 5% 1,448         1.50% 61.29             138.66      36.35          97.64               64,906   16,429,284 (487,558) (228,543) 15,713,183 0.235 3,691,817 87,105,082

© 2017 Deloitte LLP. All rights reserved.
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Net present value calculations – sensitivity analysis
“Do nothing”

Option 1 

Do nothing 

Variables: 

Passenger numbers: 

Original number of 

PAX in year 50

No of PAX post 

adjustment in year 

50:

Impact on PAX 

(year 50)

Original number 

of cumulative 

PAX over 50 

years 

Cumulative PAX 

post adjustment 

(50 year)

Impact on 

cumulative PAX 

(50 year)

Original NPV 

(Year 50)

NPV after 

adjustment 

(Year 50)

Impact on 

NPV 

Assuming passenger numbers 

stayed the same at a level of 

9,756 for the foreseeable future                      23,429 9,756                     (13,673)                995,942 487,800              (508,142) 12,094,442 5,397,701 (6,696,741)

Assuming passenger numbers 

carry on increasing at a rate of 

3% after year 10                      23,429 63,603                    40,174                995,942 1,634,706           638,764 12,094,442 19,719,215 7,624,773

Passenger spend : 

Original gross spend 

in the economy per 

passenger

Adjusted gross 

spend in the 

economy per 

passenger

Absolute impact 

on gross spend 

in the economy 

per passenger

Original net 

exchequer 

benefit per 

passenger

Adjusted net 

exchequer 

benefit per 

passenger

Absolute impact 

on net 

exchequer 

benefit per 

passenger

Original NPV 

(Year 50)

NPV after 

adjustment 

(Year 50)

Impact on 

NPV 

Assume passenger spend 

reduced to minimum spend of 

£25 per passenger                        44.48                      25.00 (19.48)                   11.93                    6.26 (5.67) 12,094,442 7,576,849 (4,517,593)

Assume passenger spend 

increased to a maximum spend 

of £59 per passenger                        44.48 59.00                     14.52                   11.93 14.78                  2.85                   12,094,442 14,365,189 2,270,747

Discount factor 

Original discount 

factor applied

Adjusted discount 

factor

Movement in 

discount factor

Original NPV (50 

year) 

NPV after 

adjustment (50 

year) Impact on NPV 

Assume discount factor 

increased to 5% 2.30% 5.00% -2.70% 12,094,442 6,518,699 (5,575,743)

Assume discount factor reduced 

to 1% 2.30% 1.00% 1.30% 12,094,442 17,185,992 5,091,550
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Net present value calculations – sensitivity analysis
“Do nothing”

Year 5 Year 10 Year 15 Year 20 Year 25 Year 30 Year 35 Year 40 Year 45 Year 50

Vessel Visits: 

Estimated visits (PAX / Average PAX per vessel) 37                50                49                48                46                 45                 44                   43                   42                   41                   

15% cancellation rate (weather) 6                  7                  7                  7                  7                   7                   7                     6                     6                     6                     

Residual visits expected 32                42                41                40                39                 38                 37                   37                   36                   35                   

Higher visits (PAX / Average PAX per vessel) 37                50                55                61                67                 74                 82                   90                   99                   109                  

15% cancellation rate (weather) 6                  7                  8                  9                  10                 11                 12                   13                   15                   16                   

Residual visits expected 32                42                47                52                57                 63                 69                   76                   84                   93                   

Lower visits (PAX / Average PAX per vessel) 27                25                24                23                22                 21                 20                   19                   18                   17                   

15% cancellation rate (weather) 4                  4                  4                  3                  3                   3                   3                     3                     3                     3                     

Residual visits expected 23                22                21                20                19                 18                 17                   16                   15                   14                   

Gross Tonnage 

Estimated average GRT (20,062 @T0 - assuming 1% annual increase) 20,877          21,942          23,061          24,237          25,473           26,773           28,138             29,574             31,082             32,668             

Average PAX per vessel (assume 1.0% annual increase) 366 384 404 425 446 469 493                  518                  545                  572                  

(Small vessel starting point (average of small 348 PAX)

Gross PAX 

Estimated (growth 7% first 10 years, 0.5% thereafter until year 50) 13,683          19,192          19,676          20,173          20,682           21,205           21,740             22,289             22,852             23,429             

Higher (growth 7% first 10 years, 3.0% thereafter until year 50 13,683          19,192          22,248          25,792          29,900           34,662           40,183             46,583             54,002             62,603             

Lower (assume passengers remain at a level of 9,756 until year 50) 9,756            9,756            9,756            9,756            9,756             9,756             9,756               9,756               9,756               9,756               

80% of Passengers alight  

Estimated 10,947          15,353          15,741          16,138          16,546           16,964           17,392             17,831             18,281             18,743             12,094,442                   12,094,442       0

Higher 10,947          15,353          17,799          20,633          23,920           27,730           32,146             37,266             43,202             50,083             12,094,442                   19,719,215       7,624,773

Lower 7,805            7,805            7,805            7,805            7,805             7,805             7,805               7,805               7,805               7,805               12,094,442                   5,397,701         (6,696,741)

Passenger Gross spend 

Estimated (£44.48 base) 

Higher (£59 base)

Lower (£25 base) 

Passenger spend (net exchequer benefit per Pax)

Estimated (£11.93 base) (Gross spend per PAX £44.48) 13.07            14.64            16.40            18.38            20.59             23.07             25.85               28.96               32.45               36.35               12,094,442                   12,094,442       0

Higher (£14.78 base) (Gross spend per PAX £59) 16.19            18.14            20.32            22.77            25.51             28.58             32.02               35.88               40.20               45.04               12,094,442                   14,365,189       2,270,747

Lower (£6.26 base) (Gross spend per PAX £25) 6.86             7.68             8.61             9.64             10.80             12.11             13.56               15.20               17.03               19.08               12,094,442                   7,576,849         (4,517,593)

Snapshot in time: 

Base NPV Year 50 

Sensitised NPV 

year 50 Movement 
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Net present value calculations – sensitivity analysis 
“Do nothing except increase harbour dues” 

Option 2 

Do nothing except increase 

harbour dues 

Variables: 

Passenger numbers: 

Original number of 

PAX in year 50

No of PAX post 

adjustment in year 

50:

Impact on PAX 

(year 50)

Original number 

of cumulative 

PAX over 50 

years 

Cumulative PAX 

post adjustment 

(50 year)

Impact on 

cumulative PAX 

(50 year)

Original NPV 

(Year 50)

NPV after 

adjustment 

(Year 50)

Impact on 

NPV 

Assuming passenger numbers 

stayed the same at a level of 

9,756 for the foreseeable future                      23,429 9,756                     (13,673)                995,942 487,800              (508,142) 23,644,801 11,552,272 (12,092,529)

Assuming passenger numbers 

carry on increasing at a rate of 

3% after year 10                      23,429 63,603                    40,174                995,942 1,634,706           638,764 23,644,801 38,696,963 15,052,162

Passenger spend : 

Original gross spend 

in the economy per 

passenger

Adjusted gross 

spend in the 

economy per 

passenger

Absolute impact 

on gross spend 

in the economy 

per passenger

Original net 

exchequer 

benefit per 

passenger

Adjusted net 

exchequer 

benefit per 

passenger

Absolute impact 

on net 

exchequer 

benefit per 

passenger

Original NPV 

(Year 50)

NPV after 

adjustment 

(Year 50)

Impact on 

NPV 

Assume passenger spend 

reduced to minimum spend of 

£25 per passenger                        44.48                      25.00 (19.48)                   11.93                    6.26 (5.67) 23,644,801 19,127,208 (4,517,593)

Assume passenger spend 

increased to a maximum spend 

of £59 per passenger                        44.48 59.00                     14.52                   11.93 14.78                  2.85                   23,644,801 25,915,549 2,270,748

Discount factor 

Original discount 

factor applied

Adjusted discount 

factor

Movement in 

discount factor

Original NPV (50 

year) 

NPV after 

adjustment (50 

year) Impact on NPV 

Assume discount factor 

increased to 5% 2.30% 5.00% -2.70% 23,644,801 12,669,900 (10,974,901)

Assume discount factor reduced 

to 1% 2.30% 1.00% 1.30% 23,644,801 33,694,188 10,049,387
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Net present value calculations – sensitivity analysis 
“Do nothing except increase harbour dues” 

Year 5 Year 10 Year 15 Year 20 Year 25 Year 30 Year 35 Year 40 Year 45 Year 50

Vessel Visits: 

Estimated visits (PAX / Average PAX per vessel) 37                50                49                48                46                 45                 44                   43                   42                   41                   

15% cancellation rate (weather) 6                  7                  7                  7                  7                   7                   7                     6                     6                     6                     

Residual visits expected 32                42                41                40                39                 38                 37                   37                   36                   35                   

Higher visits (PAX / Average PAX per vessel) 37                50                55                61                67                 74                 82                   90                   99                   109                  

15% cancellation rate (weather) 6                  7                  8                  9                  10                 11                 12                   13                   15                   16                   

Residual visits expected 32                42                47                52                57                 63                 69                   76                   84                   93                   

Lower visits (PAX / Average PAX per vessel) 27                25                24                23                22                 21                 20                   19                   18                   17                   

15% cancellation rate (weather) 4                  4                  4                  3                  3                   3                   3                     3                     3                     3                     

Residual visits expected 23                22                21                20                19                 18                 17                   16                   15                   14                   

Gross Tonnage 

Estimated average GRT (20,062 @T0 - assuming 1% annual increase) 20,877          21,942          23,061          24,237          25,473           26,773           28,138             29,574             31,082             32,668             

Average PAX per vessel (assume 1.0% annual increase) 366 384 404 425 446 469 493                  518                  545                  572                  

(Small vessel starting point (average of small 348 PAX)

Gross PAX 

Estimated (growth 7% first 10 years, 0.5% thereafter until year 50) 13,683          19,192          19,676          20,173          20,682           21,205           21,740             22,289             22,852             23,429             

Higher (growth 7% first 10 years, 3.0% thereafter until year 50 13,683          19,192          22,248          25,792          29,900           34,662           40,183             46,583             54,002             62,603             

Lower (assume passengers remain at a level of 9,756 until year 50) 9,756            9,756            9,756            9,756            9,756             9,756             9,756               9,756               9,756               9,756               

80% of Passengers alight  

Estimated 10,947          15,353          15,741          16,138          16,546           16,964           17,392             17,831             18,281             18,743             23,644,801                   23,644,801       0

Higher 10,947          15,353          17,799          20,633          23,920           27,730           32,146             37,266             43,202             50,083             23,644,801                   38,696,963       15,052,162

Lower 7,805            7,805            7,805            7,805            7,805             7,805             7,805               7,805               7,805               7,805               23,644,801                   11,552,272       (12,092,529)

Passenger Gross spend 

Estimated (£44.48 base) 

Higher (£59 base)

Lower (£25 base) 

Passenger spend (net exchequer benefit per Pax)

Estimated (£11.93 base) (Gross spend per PAX £44.48) 13.07            14.64            16.40            18.38            20.59             23.07             25.85               28.96               32.45               36.35               23,644,801                   23,644,801       0

Higher (£14.78 base) (Gross spend per PAX £59) 16.19            18.14            20.32            22.77            25.51             28.58             32.02               35.88               40.20               45.04               23,644,801                   25,915,549       2,270,748

Lower (£6.26 base) (Gross spend per PAX £25) 6.86             7.68             8.61             9.64             10.80             12.11             13.56               15.20               17.03               19.08               23,644,801                   19,127,208       (4,517,593)

Snapshot in time: 

Base NPV Year 50 

Sensitised NPV 

year 50 Movement 
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Net present value calculations – sensitivity analysis 
240m berth 
Option 3

240m - extention to existing 

Queen Victoria Pier 

Variables: 

Passenger numbers: 

Original number of 

PAX in year 50

No of PAX post 

adjustment in year 

50:

Impact on PAX 

(year 50)

Original 

number of 

cumulative PAX 

over 50 years 

Cumulative 

PAX post 

adjustment (50 

year)

Impact on 

cumulative PAX 

(50 year)

Original NPV 

(Year 50)

NPV after 

adjustment 

(Year 50) Impact on NPV 

Assuming passenger numbers 

grow at a lower rate of 10% 

(rather than 13.5%) for the first 

10 years, and then 0.5% 

thereafter until year 50                    42,254 30,892                    (11,362) 1,745,058 1,292,079 (452,979) 1,514,347 (2,503,847) (4,018,194)

Assuming passenger numbers 

grow at a rate of 13.5% until year 

10 and carry on increasing at a 

rate of 3.5% until year 50                    42,254 137,039                  94,785 1,745,058 3,233,538 1,488,480 1,514,347 14,021,546 12,507,199

Passenger spend : 

Original gross 

spend in the 

economy per 

passenger

Adjusted gross 

spend in the 

economy per 

passenger

Absolute impact 

on gross spend 

in the economy 

per passenger

Original net 

exchequer 

benefit per 

passenger

Adjusted net 

exchequer 

benefit per 

passenger

Absolute impact 

on net 

exchequer 

benefit per 

passenger

Original NPV 

(Year 50)

NPV after 

adjustment 

(Year 50) Impact on NPV 

Assume passenger spend 

reduced to minimum spend of 

£25 per passenger                      44.48                      25.00 (19.48)                 11.93                   6.26 (5.67) 1,514,347 (5,069,016) (6,583,363)

Assume passenger spend 

increased to a maximum spend 

of £59 per passenger                      44.48 59.00                     14.52                 11.93 14.78                2.85                  1,514,347 4,823,445 3,309,098

Discount factor 

Original discount 

factor applied

Adjusted discount 

factor

Movement in 

discount factor

Original NPV 

(50 year) 

NPV after 

adjustment (50 

year) Impact on NPV 

Assume discount factor 

increased to 7% 3.00% 7.00% -4.00% 1,514,347 (13,013,985) (14,528,332)

Assume discount factor reduced 

to 1% 3.00% 1.00% 2.00% 1,514,347 19,786,896 18,272,549
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Net present value calculations – sensitivity analysis 
240m berth 
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Year 5 Year 10 Year 15 Year 20 Year 25 Year 30 Year 35 Year 40 Year 45 Year 50

Vessel Visits: 

Estimated visits (PAX / Average PAX per vessel) 36.68            64                61                58                55                 53                 50                   48                   45                   43                   

15% cancellation rate (weather) 6                  10                9                  9                  8                   8                   8                     7                     7                     6                     

Residual visits expected 31                55                52                49                47                 45                 43                   41                   39                   37                   

Higher visits (PAX / Average PAX per vessel) 37                64                71                78                86                 95                 104                  115                  127                  140                  

15% cancellation rate (weather) 6                  10                11                12                13                 14                 16                   17                   19                   21                   

Residual visits expected 31                55                60                66                73                 81                 89                   98                   108                  119                  

Lower visits (PAX / Average PAX per vessel) 31                47                45                42                40                 38                 37                   35                   33                   32                   

15% cancellation rate (weather) 5                  7                  7                  6                  6                   6                   5                     5                     5                     5                     

Residual visits expected 27                40                38                36                34                 33                 31                   30                   28                   27                   

Gross Tonnage 

Estimated average GRT (20,062 @T0 - assuming 1% annual increase) 20,877          21,942          23,061          24,237          25,473           26,773           28,138             29,574             31,082             32,668             

Average PAX per vessel (assume 1.5% annual increase) 501 540 581 626 675 727 783                  844                  909                  979                  

(Small/Medium vessel starting point (average of small (348 + 548) 

Gross PAX 

Estimated (growth 13.5% first 10 years, 0.5% thereafter until year 50 18,376          34,612          35,486          36,382          37,301           38,243           39,209             40,199             41,214             42,254             

Higher (growth 13.5% first 10 years, 3.5% thereafter until year 50 18,376          34,612          41,109          48,824          57,988           68,871           81,797             97,150             115,383           137,039           

Lower (growth 10% first 10 years, 0.5% thereafter) 15,712          25,305          25,944          26,599          27,270           27,959           28,665             29,389             30,131             30,892             

80% of Passengers alight  

Estimated 14,701          27,690          28,389          29,106          29,841           30,594           31,367             32,159             32,971             33,804             1,514,347                     1,514,347         0

Higher 14,701          27,690          32,887          39,059          46,390           55,097           65,438             77,720             92,307             109,631           1,514,347                     14,021,546       12,507,199

Lower 12,570          20,244          20,755          21,279          21,816           22,367           22,932             23,511             24,105             24,713             1,514,347                     (2,503,807) (4,018,154)

Passenger Gross spend 

Estimated (£44.48 base) 

Higher (£59 base)

Lower (£25 base) 

Passenger spend (net exchequer benefit per Pax)

Estimated (£11.93 base) (Gross spend per PAX £44.48) 13.07            14.64            16.40            18.38            20.59             23.07             25.85               28.96               32.45               36.35               1,514,347                     1,514,347         0

Higher (£14.78 base) (Gross spend per PAX £59) 16.19            18.14            20.32            22.77            25.51             28.58             32.02               35.88               40.20               45.04               1,514,347                     4,823,445 3,309,098

Lower (£6.26 base) (Gross spend per PAX £25) 6.86             7.68             8.61             9.64             10.80             12.11             13.56               15.20               17.03               19.08               1,514,347                     (5,069,016) (6,583,363)

Snapshot in time: 

Base NPV Year 50 

Sensitised NPV 

year 50 Movement 
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Net present value calculations – sensitivity analysis
450m (caisson) berth
Option 4

450m berth caisson structure - new cruise 

berth adjacent to the Alexander Pier, 

including additional 250m berth 

Variables: 

Passenger numbers: 

Original number of 

PAX in year 50

No of PAX post 

adjustment in year 

50:

Impact on PAX 

(year 50)

Original 

number of 

cumulative PAX 

over 50 years 

Cumulative 

PAX post 

adjustment (50 

year)

Impact on 

cumulative PAX 

(50 year)

Original NPV 

(Year 50)

NPV after 

adjustment 

(Year 50) Impact on NPV 

Assuming passenger numbers grow at a lower 

rate of 15% (rather than 25%) for the first 10 

years, and then 2% growth until year 50 

(rather than 5%, 4%, 3% and 0.5% 

respectively (for the next 5, 5, 10 and 20 

years respectively))                   209,497 87,148                    (122,349) 7,236,585 2,654,049 (4,582,536) 53,385,213 (54,696,934) (108,082,147)

Assuming passenger numbers grow at a rate 

of 25% for the first 10 years, and then 5%, 

4%, 3% and 2% respectively for the next 5, 5, 

10 and 20 years respectively, (rather than 5%, 

4%, 3% and 0.5% for the next 5, 5, 10 and 20 

years respectively)                   209,497 281,748                  72,251 7,236,585 7,938,004 701,419 53,385,213 67,773,752 14,388,539

Passenger spend : 

Original gross 

spend in the 

economy per 

passenger

Adjusted gross 

spend in the 

economy per 

passenger

Absolute impact 

on gross spend 

in the economy 

per passenger

Original net 

exchequer 

benefit per 

passenger

Adjusted net 

exchequer 

benefit per 

passenger

Absolute impact 

on net 

exchequer 

benefit per 

passenger

Original NPV 

(Year 50)

NPV after 

adjustment 

(Year 50) Impact on NPV 

Assume passenger spend reduced to 

minimum spend of £25 per passenger                      44.48                      25.00 (19)                 11.93                   6.26 (5.67) 53,385,213 26,609,261 (26,775,952)

Assume passenger spend increased to a 

maximum spend of £59 per passenger                      44.48 59.00                     15                 11.93 14.78                2.85                  53,385,213 66,844,025 13,458,812

Discount factor 

Original discount 

factor applied

Adjusted discount 

factor

Movement in 

discount factor

Original NPV 

(50 year) 

NPV after 

adjustment (50 

year) Impact on NPV 

Assume discount factor increased to 7% 3.00% 7.00% -4.00% 53,385,213 (48,958,545) (102,343,758)

Assume discount factor reduced to 1% 3.00% 1.00% 2.00% 53,385,213 186,221,773 132,836,560
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Net present value calculations – sensitivity analysis
450m (caisson) berth

Year 5 Year 10 Year 15 Year 20 Year 25 Year 30 Year 35 Year 40 Year 45 Year 50

Vessel Visits: 

Estimated visits (PAX / Average PAX per vessel) 40.17            114              135              152              164               176                168                  160                  152                  145                  

2% cancellation rate (weather) 1                  2                  3                  3                  3                   4                   3                     3                     3                     3                     

Residual visits expected 39                112              132              149              161               173                164                  156                  149                  142                  

Higher visits (PAX / Average PAX per vessel) 40                114              135              152              164               176                181                  185                  190                  195                  

2% cancellation rate (weather) 1                  2                  3                  3                  3                   4                   4                     4                     4                     4                     

Residual visits expected 39                112              132              149              161               173                177                  181                  186                  191                  

Lower visits (PAX / Average PAX per vessel) 26                49                51                52                53                 55                 56                   57                   59                   60                   

2% cancellation rate (weather) 1                  1                  1                  1                  1                   1                   1                     1                     1                     1                     

Residual visits expected 26                48                50                51                52                 53                 55                   56                   58                   59                   

Gross Tonnage 

Estimated average GRT (20,062 @T0 - assuming 1% annual increase) 42,856          44,597          46,871          49,262          51,775           54,416           57,192             60,109             63,176             66,398             

Average PAX per vessel (assume 1.5% annual increase) 741 798 860 927 998 1075 1,158.51          1,248.04          1,344.50          1,448.41          

(Medium vessel starting point (average of small (348 + 548 + 1,135) 

Gross PAX 

Estimated (growth 25.0% first 10 years, 5% (5 years), 4% (5 years) and 3% (10 

years), 0.5% until year 50 29,773          90,860          115,963        141,086        163,558         189,608         194,396           199,305           204,338           209,497           

Estimated (growth 25.0% first 10 years, 5% (5 years), 4% (5 years) and 3% (10 

years), 2% until year 50 29,773          90,860          115,963        141,086        163,558         189,608         209,343           231,131           255,188           281,748           

Lower (growth 15% first 10 years, 2% thereafter) 19,623          39,468          43,576          48,112          53,119           58,648           64,752             71,492             78,933             87,148             

80% of Passengers alight  

Estimated 23,818          72,688          92,770          112,869        130,846         151,687         155,517           159,444           163,470           167,598           53,385,213                   53,385,213       0

Higher 23,818          72,688          92,770          112,869        130,846         151,687         167,474           184,905           204,150           225,398           53,385,213                   67,773,752       14,388,539

Lower 15,698          31,575          34,861          38,489          42,495           46,918           51,802             57,193             63,146             69,718             53,385,213                   (54,696,934) (108,082,147)

Passenger Gross spend 

Estimated (£44.48 base) 

Higher (£59 base)

Lower (£25 base) 

Passenger spend (net exchequer benefit per Pax)

Estimated (£11.93 base) (Gross spend per PAX £44.48) 13.07            14.64            16.40            18.38            20.59             23.07             25.85               28.96               32.45               36.35               53,385,213                   53,385,213       0

Higher (£14.78 base) (Gross spend per PAX £59) 16.19            18.14            20.32            22.77            25.51             28.58             32.02               35.88               40.20               45.04               53,385,213                   66,844,025 13,458,812

Lower (£6.26 base) (Gross spend per PAX £25) 6.86             7.68             8.61             9.64             10.80             12.11             13.56               15.20               17.03               19.08               53,385,213                   26,609,261 (26,775,952)

Snapshot in time: 

Base NPV Year 50 

Sensitised NPV 

year 50 Movement 
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Net present value calculations – sensitivity analysis
450m (concrete) berth 
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Option 5

450m concrete berth - new cruise 

berth adjacent to the Alexander 

Pier capable of housing a 400m 

vessel

Variables  

Passenger numbers  

Original number of 

PAX in year 50

No of PAX post 

adjustment in year 

50

Impact on PAX 

(year 50)

Original 

number of 

cumulative PAX 

over 50 years 

Cumulative 

PAX post 

adjustment (50 

year)

Impact on 

cumulative PAX 

(50 year)

Original NPV 

(Year 50)

NPV after 

adjustment 

(Year 50) Impact on NPV 

Assuming passenger numbers grow at 

a lower rate of 15% (rather than 25%) 

for the first 10 years, and then 2% 

growth until year 50 (rather than 5%, 

4%, 3% and 0.5% respectively (for the 

next 5, 5, 10 and 20 years 

respectively))                   209,497 87,148                    (122,349) 7,236,585 2,654,049 (4,582,536) 87,105,082 (16,936,234) (104,041,316)

Assuming passenger numbers grow at 

a rate of 25% for the first 10 years, and 

then 5%, 4%, 3% and 2% respectively 

for the next 5, 5, 10 and 20 years 

respectively, (rather than 5%, 4%, 3% 

and 0.5% for the next 5, 5, 10 and 20 

years respectively)                   209,497 281,748                  72,251 7,236,585 7,938,004 701,419 87,105,082 100,759,979 13,654,897

Passenger spend  

Original gross 

spend in the 

economy per 

passenger

Adjusted gross 

spend in the 

economy per 

passenger

Absolute impact 

on gross spend 

in the economy 

per passenger

Original net 

exchequer 

benefit per 

passenger

Adjusted net 

exchequer 

benefit per 

passenger

Absolute impact 

on net 

exchequer 

benefit per 

passenger

Original NPV 

(Year 50)

NPV after 

adjustment 

(Year 50) Impact on NPV 

Assume passenger spend reduced to 

minimum spend of £25 per passenger                      44.48                      25.00 (19)                 11.93                6.26 (5.67) 87,105,082 60,329,130 (26,775,952)

Assume passenger spend increased to 

a maximum spend of £59 per 

passenger                      44.48 59 00                     15                 11.93 14.78              2.85                    87,105,082 100,563,894 13,458,812

Discount factor 

Original discount 

factor applied

Adjusted discount 

factor

Movement in 

discount factor

Original NPV 

(50 year) 

NPV after 

adjustment (50 

year) Impact on NPV 

Assume discount factor increased to 

7% 3.00% 7.00% -4.00% 87,105,082 (10,843,939) (97,949,021)

Assume discount factor reduced to 1% 3.00% 1.00% 2.00% 87,105,082 213,815,116 126,710,034
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Net present value calculations – sensitivity analysis
450m (concrete) berth 

Year 5 Year 10 Year 15 Year 20 Year 25 Year 30 Year 35 Year 40 Year 45 Year 50

Vessel Visits: 

Estimated visits (PAX / Average PAX per vessel) 40.17            114              135              152              164               176                168                  160                  152                  145                  

2% cancellation rate (weather) 1                  2                  3                  3                  3                   4                   3                     3                     3                     3                     

Residual visits expected 39                112              132              149              161               173                164                  156                  149                  142                  

Higher visits (PAX / Average PAX per vessel) 40                114              135              152              164               176                181                  185                  190                  195                  

2% cancellation rate (weather) 1                  2                  3                  3                  3                   4                   4                     4                     4                     4                     

Residual visits expected 39                112              132              149              161               173                177                  181                  186                  191                  

Lower visits (PAX / Average PAX per vessel) 26                49                51                52                53                 55                 56                   57                   59                   60                   

2% cancellation rate (weather) 1                  1                  1                  1                  1                   1                   1                     1                     1                     1                     

Residual visits expected 26                48                50                51                52                 53                 55                   56                   58                   59                   

Gross Tonnage 

Estimated average GRT (20,062 @T0 - assuming 1% annual increase) 42,856          44,597          46,871          49,262          51,775           54,416           57,192             60,109             63,176             66,398             

Average PAX per vessel (assume 1.5% annual increase) 741 798 860 927 998 1075 1,158.51          1,248.04          1,344.50          1,448.41          

(Medium vessel starting point (average of small (348 + 548 + 1,135) 

Gross PAX 

Estimated (growth 25.0% first 10 years, 5% (5 years), 4% (5 years) and 3% (10 

years), 0.5% until year 50 29,773          90,860          115,963        141,086        163,558         189,608         194,396           199,305           204,338           209,497           

Estimated (growth 25.0% first 10 years, 5% (5 years), 4% (5 years) and 3% (10 

years), 2% until year 50 29,773          90,860          115,963        141,086        163,558         189,608         209,343           231,131           255,188           281,748           

Lower (growth 15% first 10 years, 2% thereafter) 19,623          39,468          43,576          48,112          53,119           58,648           64,752             71,492             78,933             87,148             

80% of Passengers alight  

Estimated 23,818          72,688          92,770          112,869        130,846         151,687         155,517           159,444           163,470           167,598           87,105,082                   87,105,082       0

Higher 23,818          72,688          92,770          112,869        130,846         151,687         167,474           184,905           204,150           225,398           87,105,082                   100,759,979      13,654,897

Lower 15,698          31,575          34,861          38,489          42,495           46,918           51,802             57,193             63,146             69,718             87,105,082                   (16,936,234) (104,041,316)

Passenger Gross spend 

Estimated (£44.48 base) 

Higher (£59 base)

Lower (£25 base) 

Passenger spend (net exchequer benefit per Pax)

Estimated (£11.93 base) (Gross spend per PAX £44.48) 13.07            14.64            16.40            18.38            20.59             23.07             25.85               28.96               32.45               36.35               87,105,082                   87,105,082       0

Higher (£14.78 base) (Gross spend per PAX £59) 16.19            18.14            20.32            22.77            25.51             28.58             32.02               35.88               40.20               45.04               87,105,082                   100,563,894 13,458,812

Lower (£6.26 base) (Gross spend per PAX £25) 6.86             7.68             8.61             9.64             10.80             12.11             13.56               15.20               17.03               19.08               87,105,082                   60,329,130 (26,775,952)

Movement 

Snapshot in time: 
Sensitised NPV 

year 50Base NPV Year 50 
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NPV calculations – Capital and maintenance cost assumptions

Maintenance costs Do nothing 

Do nothing - 

increase harbour 

rates 240m berth 450m (caisson) berth 450m (concrete) berth 

Expected annual maintenance cost                         -   -                            20,000                                       75,000                                                              75,000                                                                    

Commencing of maintenance charges                         -   -                            Year 2 Year 4 Year 4

Infla ion applied to annual charge                         -   -                            2.3% 2.3% 2.3%

Total cumula ive inflated maintence costs built in over 15 years                         -   -                            333,464                                     1,095,274                                                         1,095,274                                                              

Total cumula ive inflated maintence costs built in over 20 years                         -   -                            480,732                                     1,647,531                                                         1,647,531                                                              

Total cumula ive overall maintence costs built in over 25 years                         -   -                            645,734                                     2,266,287                                                         2,266,287                                                              

Total cumula ive overall maintence costs built in over 30 years                         -   -                            830,604                                     2,959,550                                                         2,959,550                                                              

Total cumula ive inflated maintence costs built in over 35 years                         -   -                            1,037,735                                 3,736,291                                                         3,736,291                                                              

Total cumula ive inflated maintence costs built in over 40 years                         -   -                            1,269,807                                 4,606,562                                                         4,606,562                                                              

Total cumula ive overall maintence costs built in over 45 years                         -   -                            1,529,824                                 5,581,624                                                         5,581,624                                                              

Total cumula ive overall maintence costs built in over 50 years                         -   -                            1,821,150                                 6,674,097                                                         6,674,097                                                              

Justifica ion for the es imated costs. n/a n/a

We have assumed hat 

mainenance costs would 

accrue evenly, although in 

reality it is likely hat 

maintenance costs could be 

more sporadic.

We have assumed hat mainenance costs 

would accrue evenly, although in reality it 

is likely hat maintenance costs could be 

more sporadic. 

We have assumed hat a new build would 

come with some kind of warranty for the 

first 3 years. 

We have assumed that mainenance costs 

would accrue evenly, although in reality it is 

likely that maintenance costs could be more 

sporadic. 

We have assumed that a new build would 

come with some kind of warranty for he first 

3 years. 

Capital costs breakdown Do nothing 

Do nothing - 

increase harbour 

rates 240m berth 450m (caisson) berth 450m (concrete) berth 

Expected cost of the cruise berth                         -   -                            16,000,000                               80,000,000                                                      40,000,000                                                            

Estimated cost of moving wire/fibre op ic cable to new location                         -   -                            -                                              2,000,000                                                         2,000,000                                                              

Estimated cost of road infrastructure to trasport passengers from 

cruise berth to their excursions by coach.                         -   -                            -                                              5,000,000                                                         5,000,000                                                              

Total before contingencies built in                         -   -                            16,000,000                               87,000,000                                                      47,000,000                                                            

Built in addi ional for poten ial overuns                         -   -                            4,000,000                                 13,000,000                                                      13,000,000                                                            

Total after contingencies built in                         -   -                            20,000,000                               100,000,000                                                    60,000,000                                                            

Total : built in percentage for overuns                         -   -                            25% 15% 28%

Justifica ion for the es imated overruns n/a n/a

As his is an extension to an 

existing structure, it is 

possible when work begins, 

structural problems may be 

iden ified. 

This project's estimated capital cost is 

£80m, however in the absence of a 

breakdown of this amount, it is possible 

that estimated costs could be 

understated, however as the base amount 

is sizeable to begin wi h, we have rounded 

the es imated capital cost up to 

100,000,000 as an expected worst case 

scenario cost. There are further expected 

costs in rela ion to the inclusion of a 

coach turning bay and a onshore facility 

for passenger security and check-in 

purposes. It is es imated that the built in 

contingency amount ought to cover this.

This project's es imated capital cost is at a 

very initial stage in he planning process, as 

such it is more likely hat the estimated costs 

could be understated, however as he base 

amount is larger to begin with, we have 

rounded he estimated capital cost up to 

60,000,000 as an expected worst case 

scenario cost.  There are fur her expected 

costs in relation to he inclusion an onshore 

facility for passenger security and check-in 

purposes. It is estimated that he built in 

contingency amount ought to cover his.
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NPV calculations – Tugs requirement assumptions

Expected Tug requirements Do nothing 

Do nothing - 

increase harbour 

rates 240m berth 450m (caisson) berth 450m (concrete) berth 

1 x 50 ton bollard pull tug (es imated cost USD 5 million) 

(exchange 0.77546 Oanda.com)                         -   -                            £3,877,300

1 x 70 ton bollard pull tug (es imated cost USD 6 million); 

and

1 x 50 ton bollard pull tug (es imated cost USD 5 million) 

(exchange 0.77546 Oanda.com)                         -   -                            £8,530,060 £8,530,060
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Summary of vessels visiting comparable islands

Vessel name, Gross Tonnages and Length Data
The summary above has been derived from the cruise call schedules of the Isle of Man, Orkney, Shetland, Faroe Islands, Jersey, Guernsey and 
the Isle of Mull.
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Summary of vessels visiting comparable islands (continued)

Vessel name, Gross Tonnages and Length (continued)

The summary above has been derived from the cruise call schedules of the Isle of Man, Orkney, Shetland, Faroe Islands, Jersey, Guernsey and 
the Isle of Mull.
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Average data of vessels <240m 
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450m breakwater – part of a harbour plan including the 250m 
option

Caissons structure

Source: Isle of Man Shipping Association Conceptual Design Considerations report, March 2017
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Guernsey Cruise Calls Schedule 2017
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Isle of Mull Cruise Calls 2017
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Faroe Islands Cruise Calls 2017
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